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PREFACE 
This volume is the third of four which make up the Multisatellite Attibde 
Determination/Optical Aspect Bias Determination (MSAD/OABIAS) System 
Description and Operating Guide. The volumes a re  
. . 
Volume 1 - Introduction and Analysis 
Volume 2 - System Description 
Volume 3 - Operating Guide . . -  
Volume 4 - Program Listing and Sample Execution 
This volume contains a complete description of all MSAD/OABIAS NAME LIST 
control parameters, a description and a sample of all printed output unique 
to OABIAS and of each IBM 2250 graphics display, an explanation of and user 
response for all e r ror  messages generated by the MSAD/OABIAS System, m d  
a listing of the job control language (JCL) required to operate the system, 
- --- 
Volume 1 contains an introductory exposition of the MSAD/OABIAS System 
B 
and describes the analytic basis for the OABIAS Subsystem. This includes ;a 
detailed discussion of the recursive estimator ilgorithm, each of the 12 state 
vector elements, and the 8 observation models used. 
Volume 2 describes the system flow and the components of the MSAD/OABUS 
System, The table language descriptions provide detailed information relating 
the operational displays on the IBM 2250 display device to specific COMMON 
areas and subroutines within the MSAD/OABIAS System, 
Volume 4 contains the program listing with supplementary output and line- 
printer plots of all IBhI 2250 displays occurring during a sample execution of 
the program. This volume preserves, in source form, the MSAD/OABUS 
System a s  it is presented in this document. 
. - -  
iii .. . ..  
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ABSTRACT 
This document describes the Multisatellite Attitude Determination/~pticd 
Aspect Bias Determination (MSAD/OABIAS) Sys tem , designed to determine 
spin axis orientation and biases in the alignment o r  performance of optical 
or  infrared horizon sensors and Sun sensors used for spacecraft attitude de- 
termination. MSAD/OABIAS uses any combination of eight observation models 
to process data from a single onboard horizon sensor and Sun sensor to deter- 
mine simultaneously the two components of the attitude of the spacecraft, the 
initial phase of the Sun sensor, the spin rate, seven sensor biases, and the 
orbital in-track e r ro r  associated with the spacecraft ephemeris informauon 
supplied to the system. In addition, the MSAD/OABIAS system provides a 
data simulator for system and performance testing, an independent determi- 
nistic attitude system for preprocessing and independent testing of biases de- 
termined, am; a multipurpose data prediction and comparison system, 
MSAD/OABIAS has extensive capabilities for an interactive graphics m.ode and , 
makes use of the Graphics Executive Support System (GESS), formerly h o r n  
a s  the Multisatellite Attitude Determination System (MSAD), services. MSADI 
OABIAS is a multisatellite system capable of suppo-, in its present form, 
3 Snnall Scientific Satellite (S ), Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (EMP), At- 
mosphere Explorer (AE), and Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (mS) 
missions o r  any similar missions using optical or  infrared horizon scanners 
and providing attitude data that can be read by the MSAD/OABUS System. 
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SECTION 7 - OPER4TING GUIDE 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpo'se of Section 7 is to provide the user with the information required 
to operate the MSAD/OABIAS System in both graphic and nongraphic modes, 
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the material in Sections 1, 2, anel 3, 
but not necessarily familiar with Sections 4, 5, and 6. 
7.2 RESOURCES 
The MSAD/OABIAS System was designed to run on the IBM System 360 
Model 95. If all system options a re  exercised and the suggested overlay stmc- 
ture is used, approximately 450K bytes of core storage a r e  required. 
A 2314 disk pack is required for the GESS nonresident tables and for t3he pro- 
gram load module. A 2250 o r  2260 display device is required for o p e m ~ s r s  in 
a graphic moce, The OABIAS data set  will normally reside on disk o r  tape; in 
a simulation mode a scratch disk o r  scratch tape can be used. The A-hosphere 
Explorer (AE) data set, if used, must reside on disk or tape. Control p a r m -  
eters a r e  normally read from cards and output routed to a lineprinter, but 
job control language (JCL) modifications can alter this at the option of the user. 
The remaining data sets (attitude tape, CalComp plot tape, and ephemeris files) 
a re  optional and may reside on any stroage device (e,g., tape, disk, or  d a b  
cell). 
7.3 CARD INPUT; NAMELLST PARAMETERS 
. 
A11 of the following card input is normally read from FORTRAN unit 5, w i f i  the 
exception of NAMELIST CONTRL and the optional GESS control cards, which 
a re  read from FORTRAN unit 97. However, in a nongraphic mode the user 
may specifq. the FORTIMN unit number for NAMELIST BUSNL using the pa- 
rameter REDUNT. The first  NAblELIST BIASNL in each set  must appear on 
unit 5. - . - - -- 
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Card input should be ordered a s  follows for a job in a nongraphic mode: 
FORTRAN unit 97: 
1, NAMELIST CONTRL 
- 
2, GESS array allocation sizes (optional; read only if IRDART = 1 
in NAMELIST CONTROL; normally omitted) 
3. GESS display status flags (optional; read only if IRDXST = 1 in 
NAME LIST CONTRL; , normally omitted) 
FORTRAN unit 5: 
1. NAMELIST MAIN 
2. NAMEIJST LIST (optional; read only if sumulation is specified 
(ISIM = 1) in NAMELIST MAIN) 
3. NAMELIST OPMANl 
-. 
4. NAMELIST BLASNL 
I 
5. Additional sets of NAMELIST ~ a r a m e t e r s  for  NAMELIST BIASNL; 
read only if REDUNT (1) # 0 in the previous NAMELIST BIASNL 
6, NAMELIST MAIN 
7. , NAMELIST LIST 
8. NAMELIST O P W l  
9. NAMELIST BLASNL 
10. Additional NAILIELIST sets, ordered the same as items 6-43, above 
For the graphic mode, the same se t  of card input may be used, except that all. 
card input following item 4 will be ignored. 
Note that NAMELIST par'ameters a r e  not reset  to their default vnlues aft el^ 
processing the first  set. Thus, in a nongraphic mode, additional sets of 
NARY DRAFT 
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NARIELIST parameters need specify only those parameters which are to be 
changed from the previous set. A description of each NAMELIST follows. 
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CONTRL 
7.3.1 NAMELIST CONTRL 
NAMELIST CONTRL is read by the GESS Executive and is read only once in 
a job. 
Parameters in NAMELIST CONTRL a r e  a s  follows: 
Name Type 
















FORTRAN unit number for GESS non- 
resident tables 
FORTRAN unit number for graphics de- 
vice 
FORTRAN unit number for GESS 
printout 
Array allocation sizes reading option: 
= 0, do not read a r ray  allocation sizes 
= 1, read a r ray  allocation sizes 
Display status flags reading option: 
= 0, do not read display status f l q s  
= 1, read display status flags 
Character string for satellite identifica- ' 
t ion 
Character string for run identif icatiion 
Not applicable to MSAD/OABIAS 
1 See Section 7.3.2. 
'see Section 7.3.3.  -. . --- - . -  
7-4 
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7.3.2 GESS Array Allocation Sizes 
GESS ar ray  allocation sizes may be read from cards to change the defkullt ;as.-- 
ray allocation sizes in a nongraphic mode. See Reference 13, page 4-25 for 
a description. This input i s  needed only if IRDART = 1 in  NAMELIST CONTRL, 
These array allocation sizes a r e  normally omitted. 
7.3.3 GESS Display Status Flags 
GESS display status flags may be read from cards to change the display stabs 
flags in a nongraphic mode. See Reference 13, ,page 4-25 for a description, 
This input is needed only if IRDXST = 1 in  NAMELIST CNTRL. These display 
status flags a r e  normally omitted. 
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MAIN 
Subsystem Selec tioa 
7.3.4 NARlELIST MAIN 
NAMELIST MAIN is read by OADRIV, the main control module of >ISAD/ 
OABIAS. 
The parameter for subsystem selection is a s  follows: 
Name XYE? Default Description 
ISIM I *4 1 Subsystem selection indicator: 
= 1, simulate data 
= 2, read data from OABIAS data set 
= 3, display data already in core 
= 4, copy AE data set  to OABL4.S data 
se t  
=- 5, terminate 
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R W N  
Simulation 
The following parameters apply only for simulation (ISIM = 1): 
Name .EYE Default Description 
NFRAlLIE I *4 200 Number of frames to simulate 
IRE WND 1*4 1 Rewind indicator for simulated d a b  set: 
= 0, do not rewind before wi t ing  simu- 
lated data 
= 1, rewind before writing simulated 
data 
OME GAl(2) R *4 loo . ,  0 .0  Spin rate coefficients (degrees per  
second, degrees per second2) 
TOME GA (6) R *4 6*0.0 Reference time for spin rate (ufiversinl 
time (UT): year, month, day, hours, 
minutes, seconds). The spin rate at 
time t is computed as: 
OMEGAl(1) + (t - TOMEGA) * 
OMEGA1 (2) 
IDISK 1*4 50 FORTRAN unit number for simdated 
OABIAS data set 
-- - - 
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MAIN 
Copying AE Data Set 
The following parameters apply only to copying the AE data to the OABIAS data 
set  (ISIM = 4): 
Name Tvpe Default Description 
IB LK1 I *4 1 Firs t  block on AE data set  to be copied 
IBLK2 I *4 99999 Last block on AE data set to be copied 
IAE UN I *4 4 9 FORTRAN unit number of the A,E data 
set  
ICSKIP 1*4 1- Record skipping indicator. Copy eveq  
ith wheel horizon sensor frame on the 
AE data set, where i = ICSKIP 
AE SENS (4) R*4 Sensor mounting angles for AE (degrees) 
(1) 104.0 m e e l  horizon sensor 1 
(2) 118.0 Wheel horizon sensor 2 
(3) 110.0 Body horizon sensor 1 o r  2 
(4 ) 110.0 Not used - 
IBSKIP 1*4 1 Record skipping indicator for  body hor- 
I izon sensor data. Copy every iith body 
horizon sensor frame on the AE dak 
set, where i = IBSKIP 
s 
BHSREF R*4 90.0 Azimuth of AE body horizon sensor 
with respect to Sun sensor (degrees) 
IS UNSP I *4 0 Inertial spin period indidator: 
= 0, use spin periods reported with data 
= 1, use Sun times to generate inertial 




R*4 0.0 Initial inertial spin period value re-- 
ported for f irst  frames until valid 
inertial period available from Sun m e s ,  
Valid only if ISUNSP = 1 
OABIAS AE data se t  indicator: 
= 0, do not write OABIAS AE d a h  set 
= 1, write OABTAS AE data set  on 
FORTR4N unit number specified by 
IBOLOU 
FORTRAN unit number for OABlAS AE 
data s e t  
- .- ... 
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MAIN 
Read iq  Data 
The following parameters apply to reading the OABIAS data s e t  (ISIM = 2): 
Name m?!? Default Description 







I *4 99999 Record number of last record to read 
1*4 0 Option for combining newly read d a b  
with data already in core: 
= 0, replace old data 
= 1, add new data to old data (coneate- 
nate) 
= 2, compress old data, deleting frames 
which a r e  flagged; then add new 
data to old data 
Record skipping indicator. Select 
every ith record, where i =.ISKIP 
Rotation angle plot indicator: 
= 0, plot Earth-in and Earth-out so 
same plot 
= 1, plot Earth-in and Earth-out on 
separate plots only; used to avoid 
exceeding 2250 buffer size 
0 
Ephemeris vector indicator: 
= 0, do not preserve ephemeris vectors 
with data 
= 1, preserve ephemeris vectors w i ~  
data ('input data records' master 
number must be 200 o r  less; data 
sent to Optical Aspect A ~ h d e  
Determination System (OASUS) 
must s tar t  with frame number I) 
Selection indicator for header records 
and/or data records: 
F 1, save data records only 
= 2, save header records only 
= 3, save both header records and data  
records 
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MAIN 
R e a d i z  Data 
Name Type 
ICBSE L(4) I *4 
IDISK 
Default 
Array specifying central body selection 
based on central body flag on OABZAS 
data set: 
= 0, do not select this central bdgr 
(skip records with this cen t rd  body) 
= 1, select this central body 
(1) 1 Earth 
(2 ) 1 Moon 
(3 ) O Sun 
(4 ) 1 Unidentified 
ICNSE L(8) I *4 8*1 Array specifying selection of e o d i ~ r a -  
tion flag: 
ICNSEL(i) = 0, do not select c o ~ n f i ~ r a -  
tion flag i (skip records 
with this configuration) 
= 1, select confi,6uration flag i 
(the sensor confiwrations 
are described in %e- 
tion 7.4) 




Periodic reading indicator 
= 0, read all data 
= 1, read data periodically 
PERIOD, BNDWTH, and TliE F6 apply 
only if UO(I;YX = 1. If ZXIYISX = I, tknen 
only data in the intervals T = TREFG i- 
N*PERIOD to TREFG + N*PERIOID i. 
BNDWTH a r e  read. N is any integer, 
positive o r  negative 
Period for periodic reading (see above) 
Interval width for periodic r e a d i q  (see 
above) 
Reference time for periodic read- 
(year, month, day, hour, minute, 
second) (see above) 
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OASYS Proeesshg 
. . 
The follorving parameters apply only to selecting a block of data for processing 
by OASYS (ISIM = 3): 
Name Type Default Description 
I *4 1 Fi rs t  frame number of block of data to 
pass to OASYS 
NFRAM2 I*4 200 Last frame number of block of data to 
pass to OASYS 
ITERM 1*4 1 
Option for using ephemeris data from 
OABIAS data set: 
= 0, do not use ephemeris data from 
OABIAS data set  
= 1, use ephemeris data from OABIAS 
data set (data s e t  must have been 
read with IE FhlFG = 1) 
Option for using terminator flags on 
OABIAS data set: 
= 0, do not use terminator f lqs  
= 1, use terminator flags (reject all 
triggerings identified a s  t e r n a h -  
tors)  
ICB I*4 1 
TADJ R*4 0.0 
Not used 
Time adjustment (seconds). Added to 
all times to be passed to' OASYS 
INOISE I*4 3 Option for adding noise to data to be 
passed to OASYS: 
= 1, ' process data twice, once without 
noise and once with noise (applies 
in nongraphic mode only) 
= 2, process data once, with noise 
= 3, process data once, without noise 
NOTE: If INOISE = 3, then the re- 
mnining parameters in this sec- 
tion do not apply 
STDV (6) R*4 6*0.0 Standard deviation of Gaussian noise 
to be applied to data 
Telemetry frame time (seconds) (not 
used) 
Sun time (seconds) 
Time in (seconds) 
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. . OASYS Processing 
Description 
Time out (seconds) 
Spin rate (degrees per second) 
Sun angle (degrees) 
Biases to be added to data (same order 
and units as for STDV) 
probability of telemetry e r r o r  (bit 
change); same order a s  for STDV 
Initial number for random number gen- 
erator (any odd integer) 
Bias to be added to each sensor momting 
angle (degrees) 
Sun angle quantization (degrees) : 
= 0.0, no effect 
f 0.0, each Sun angle is quantized as 
follows : 
p = ~/SQUANT) * SQUAHT + 
SQuANT/Z. 0 
where is the Sun angle, m d  
the quantity in parentheses is 
truncated to an integer % 
Sun angle coefficient fo r  linear fit 
(degrees) (see note below) 
Rate of change of Sun angle (devees  
per hour) (see note below) 
Reference time for Sun angle fit 
(UT: year, month, day, hours, 
minutes, seconds) 
NOTE: If ABETAl = 0.0, and 
ABETA2 = 0.0, then the Sun 
angle from the OABIAS data set 
is used, and the Sun angle fit 
parameters (ABETAX, AB ETAB, 
TBETA) are ignored. 
If ABETAl # 0.0, o r  
ABETA2 # 0.0, then the Sun 
angle computed a s  follosvs 
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Name Type Default 
OMEGl 
OMEGZ 
TOMEG (6 ) 
OASYS Processing 
replaces the Sun angle from the 
OABIAS data set: 
@(t) = ABETAl + ABETA2* 
(t - TBETA) 
where @(t) = the Sun angle at 
time t . 
If TBETA is earlier tharn 
September 1, 1957 (e. g-. , if 
TBETA = 6*0. O), then the in- 
itial time from the block of 
data is used in place of TBETA 
in the above expression. 
Spin rate coefficient for linear fit 
(degrees per second) (see note below) 
Rate of change of spin rate (degrees 
per second2) (see note below) 
Reference time for spin rate (UT: 
year, month, day, hours, minutes, 
seconds) - 
NOTE: If OMEGl = 0.0 and OMEGB = 
0.0, the spin rates from the 
OABIAS data set  a re  used, If 
OMEGl f 0.0 o r  OMEG2 f O,O, 
then the spin rate computed 
a s  follows replaces the spin. 
rate from the OABIAS data set: 
LL( (t) = OMEG1 + OME G21k 
(t - TOMEG) 
where ~ ( t  ) = spin rate at  time t 
If TOhlEG is earlier than 
September 1, 1957, then the 
initial time from the block of 
data is  used in place of TOhIEG. 
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MAIN 
Data Prediction 
The following parameters apply only to the data prediction subsystem, PLOTBC. 
Parameters whose description begins with an asterisk (*) have three csmpo- 
nents which refer to plot 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 
Name 
PHI (3 ) 
Default 
1,2,0 *State selection indicator for plot of 
predicted and observed ro tatiora aq les  
and scan widths : 
= 0, no plot 
= 1, use specified values of ALF, DEL 
(see note below) and biases 
= 2, use specified values for BETA, 
PHI (see note below) and biases 
=-3, use OABIAS final state for atlitude 
and biases 
= 4, use OASYS block average results 
for attitude and the input biases 
used in OASYS 
>4, repeat old plot 
NOTE: When returning to the optics- 
for  data prediction display from 
within PLOTOC, the s u b r o u ~ n e  ,
automatically returns 11, 22, 
33, o r  44 to the "Use State'" 
(=][STATE) for each plot to in- 
dicate whether the previous plot 
was 1, 2, 3, o r  4, respectively. 
The only user  options are to re-- 
display the arrays  previously 
displayed in that plot o r  to gen- 
erate  a new plot o r  to generate 
no plot, 
0.0 *Right ascension (geocentric i n e s ~ a l  
(G. I. )) (degrees) 
0.0 *Declination (G. I, ) (degrees) 
0.0 *Sun angle (degrees) between Sun 
and spin asis a t  block s tar t  time 
0.0 *PhaseofattitudeonSuncone(degreesB 
at block s ta r t  time; defined a s  the di-  
hedral angle from the plane defined 
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R*4 0.0 by the Sun vector and the Z-axis (6.1, ) 
to the plane defined by the Sun vector 
and the spin axis 
R*4 0.0 *Bias to be added to sensor mountiw 
angle (degrees) 
R*4 0.0 *Bias to be added to the angular radius 
of the central body (degrees) 
R*4 0.0 *Bias to be added to observed in- 
triggering (degrees) 
R*4 0.0 *Bias to be added to observed out- 
triggering (degrees) 
R*4 0.0 *Time adjustment to be added to telem- 
etry times (seconds) 
NOTE : For all values of ISTA,TE, the 
program fills in the vdues  ap- 
propriately for ALF, DEL, 
BETA, PHI, BSIGMA, BRHO, 
BA1, BA2, and BTIME, and 
these values can be examined 
the next time this display 
appears. For example, if 
ISTATE = 1, then the attitude 
specified by ALP and DEL is 
converted to the coordinate 
system for BETA and PHI, and 
BETA and PHI a r e  set, If 
ISTATE = 2, then BETA and PHI 
a r e  converted to ALF and DEL, 
If ISTATE = 3, then the OABIAS 
final state i s  used to set  ALF 
and DEL, and this attitude is 
converted to set  BETA and 
PHI. The biases (BSIGXIA, 
BRHO, BA1, BA2, and BTI31E) 
a r e  set  to the corresponding 
bias values from the OABBXS 
final state. 
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1 *Central body indicator: 
= 1, Earth i s  central body 
= 2, Moon is central body 
6378.16 *Effective radius of Earth (kilometers) 
1738. *Effective radius of Moon (kilometers) 
89.7 *Dark angle of Earth (degrees) 
89.7 *Dark angle of Moon (degrees) 
1 *Oblateness indicator: 
= 0, use spherical Earth with radius 
JUDE + HT 
= 1, use oblate Earth 
*Height of atmosphere above Ear& 
surface (kilometers) 
*Frame skipping .indicator, Generate 
two frames of predicted data for every 
(i + 2)th frame, where i = IPSKlP (used 
to reduce execution time) 
Scan width indicator: t 
= 0, plot both rotation angles and scan 
widths 
= 1, plot scan width only 
Parameter for selecting equal time in- 
crement plotting (applies to all  plots): 
= 0, plot a t  the frame times 
= 1, plot a t  NPTS equal frame points 
between TSTART and TEND (see 
note below) 
NOTE: NPTS, TSTART, and TEND 
apply only if ITIME = L 
Number of points for equal time in- 
crement plotting; must be 200 or less, 
If NPTS = 0, the number of frames sf 
observed data is used 
7- 16 A , 
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Name Type 
MAIN 
Data Psedic kion 
Default 
TSTART(6) R*4 0.0 Start time for data prediction (UT: 
year, month, day, hours, minutes, 
seconds). If TSTART is earl ier  thm 
September 1, 1957, then the s t a t  time 






R*4 0.0 Final time for data prediction1 @T: 
year, month, day, hours, minutes, 
seconds). If TEND is ear l ier  than 
September 1, 1957, then the elnd time 
of the observed data is used 
Orbital motion correction indicator: 
= 0, do not correct  for  orbital motion 
- within a spin period. Compute 
prediction based on spacecraft 
position a t  the in-triggering ~ m . e  
= 1, correct  for orbital motion duriw 
a spin period. Compute prediction 
for in-triggering based on space- 
craf t  position a t  the in-triggeriiq 
time and prediction for out- 
triggering based on spacecraft * 
position at the out-triggeriw time 
NOTE: Execution time for predictiow 
is approximateiy doubled if 
IORBC = 1 
Duplicate parameters indicator: 
= 0, use specified parameters for each 
plot 
= 1, use plot I parameters O[CENT on 
only) for  plot 2 and plot 3 
1 New data plot parameter: 
= 0, use old data plot 
= 1, generate new data plot 
1,2,O *IVSTAT(i) retains the value of ISTATE (i) 
used to generate the current plot i 
0 ISAVTRI retains the value of ITIME used 
to generate the current plots 
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MAIN 
Data Prediie tion 
Name 3 2 2  Default 
OMEGAP R*4 0 Spin rate used to generate time for 
predicted data for flagged frames. 
Automatically se t  to spin rate ealeu- 
lated by OABIAS (degrees per seers&) 
1*4 1 Number of revolutions per  frame of data; 
(used to generate time for predicted 





7.3.5. NAME LIST LIST 
NAhlELIST LIST i s  read by subroutine ODAPIN and contains parameters spec- 
ifying the simulation conditions. 
Spacecraft attitude parameters a r e  a s  follows: 
Name Type Default Description 
-..- 
ALPHA R *4 0.0  Right ascension (G. I. ) of the spin axis 
(degrees). Valid range: 0 s ALPHA < 
360. This parameter does not apply if' 
IATAPE = 0 
0.0 Declination (G. I. ) of the spin axis (de- 
grees), Valid range: -90 DELTA s 
90. This parameter does not apply if 
IATAPE = 0 
DE LTA 
IATAPE 0 Attitude tape indicator: 
= 0, get attitude from attitude tape 
= 1, use fixed ALPHA and DELTA read 
from cards 
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LIST 
Time 
Simulation time parameters a r e  a s  follows: 




6*0.0 Starting time for data simulatican (UT: 
year, month, day, hours, minu.tes, 
seconds). If TO i s  not specified and 
IATAPE = 0, then the starting time is 
taken a s  the s tar t  time of the att ihde 
tape. If IATAPE = 1, TO must be 
specified 
R *4 6*0.0 Not used; should not be specified 
R *4 60.0 Time interval a t  which simulated data 
will be generated (seconds). Valid 
range: DELTAT > 0 . This parameter 
does not apply if IATAPE = 0 and 
INTERP = 0 
1*4' 0 Interpolation indicator for attitude bpe :  
= 0, use the time spacing on the a R i h d e  
tape, without interpolation (ir e, , 
start a t  the first  time on the  at^- 
tude tape greater than o r  e v a l  to 
TO and use each suceeding t b e ) ,  
Note that the time spacing on the 
attitude tape need not be uniform 
= 1, use linear interpolation with the 
attitude tape to obtain the attitude 
at the desired times, using the 
.specified value of DE LTAT. 
INTERP does not apply if IATAPE = 1 
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LIST 
0rbi.t 
Simulation orbital elements (in the arrays  dimensioned (2), subscript - I ap- 
plies to spacecraft orbit around Earth o r  Moon, subscript = 2 applies to orbit 
of Moon around Earth) a r e  a s  follows: 
Name XE.5 Default Description 
4 2 )  R *4 2*0.0 Semimajor axis (kilometers) 
E (2) R *4 2*0.0 Eccentricity (unitless) 
EYE (2) R *4 2*0.0 Inclination (degrees) 
E MQ (2) R *4 2*0.0 Mean anomaly at epoch time (degrees) 
wo(2) R *4 2*0.0 Argument of perigee (degrees)) 




QRBITE (6) R *4 6*0.0 Epoch time of orbital elements for 
spacecraft (UT: year, month, day, 
hours, minutes, seconds) 
R *4 6"O.O Epoch time of orbital elements for 




Sun ephemeris indicator: 
= 1, use SUN1 to obtain Sun poisition 
(equinox of date) ( s ~ e  Reference 6) 
= 2, use SUNRD to obtain Sun position 
(uses a direct-access data set on 
FORTRAN unit 14; either equinox 
of date o r  equinox of 1950. O de- 
pending on data se t  accessed) (see 
Appendix B) 
= 3, use RJPLT to obtain Sun position 
(accesses a Je t  Propulsion Labo- 
ratory (JPL) ephemeris data set 
- on FORTRAN unit NRJPLT; equi- 
nox of date) (see Reference 5 )  
Spacecraft ephemeris indicator: 
= 1, use ORBGEN to generate space- 
craft  orbit, using orbital elements 
for an orbit around the Earth (see 
module description of ORBGEN) 
- - - - -  
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LIST 
Orbit 
Name %E Default Description 
- 
ISPC 1*4 2 = 2,  use DTAPRE to obtain spacecraft 
position (accesses a standard Defi- 
nitive Orbit Determination System 
(DODS) EPHEM data s e t  on 
FORTRAN unit NORB1; must be 
Earth-centered ephemeris)) (see 
Reference 3) 
= 3, use GETHDR/GETVCT to obtain 
spacecraft position (accesses a 
W d a r d  Trajectory Determimtion 
System (GTDS) ephemeris file, 
either direct-access o r  sequential, 
depending on the value of LEVEL 
(see below); the ephemeris .may be 
either Earth-centered o r  Moon- 
centered; the header record of f i e  
data set specifies the origin far &e 
coordinates) ' (see Reference 4) 
= 4, use ORBGEN to generate spaeeerdt  
orhi i, using orbital elements for an 
orbit around the Moon (see module 
description of ORBGEN) * 
= 5, use DTAPRE to obtain s p a c e c r ~ t  
position (accesses a standard DODS 
EPHEM data set on FORTWPIN u ~ t  
NORB1; must be ~obn-centered 
ephemeris) (see Reference 3) 
I *4 0 Moon ephemeris indicator: 
= 0, do not obtain Moon position, This 
option must not be chosen if ICE3 3 2,  
o r  if a Moon-centered e p h e m e ~ s  
file is used for  GETHDR/GETvCT, 
o r  if ORBGEN is used for a! space- 
craft  orbit around the Moon 
(ISPC = 4), o r  if DTAPRE is used 
with a hloon-centered EPHIEGII tape 
(TSPC = 5) 
= 1, use ORBGEN to generate orbit of 
Moon using orbital elements for an 
orbit around the Earth (see module. 
description of ORBGEN) 
IMOON 
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Name Type Default Description 
IMOON 1*4 0 = 2, use SUNRD to obtain Moon position 
(accesses a direct-access data set 
on FORTRAN unit 14; either equinox 
of date o r  equinox of 1950.0, de- 
pending on data set  accessed) (see 
Appendix B) 
= 3, use RJPLT to obtain Moon position 
(accesses a J P L  ephemeris data 
se t  on FORTRAN unit NRJPLT; 
equinox of date) (see Reference 5) 
NOTE: The orbital elements and epoch 
time for the spacecraft must be 
specified if ISPC = 1 o r  4, O r -  
bital elements and epoch tr;me 
for  the Moon must be specified 
if IMOON = 1. 
NRJPLT I *4 28 FORTRAN unit number for JPE  ephem- 
er i s  data set, read by RJPLT 
NORBl 1*4 30 FORTRAN unit number for DODS EPHEM 
data set, read by DTAPRE 
NGTDS 1*4 29 FORTRAN unit number for GTDS ORBIT 
file, read by GETHDR/GETvCT (only if 
a sequential file is used, ,LEVEL, = 0; 
see below) 
LE VE L I *4 0 Level number for GETHDR/GETVCT: 
= 0, .use sequential orbit file, FORT 
unit number NGTDS 
> 0, level number on direct-access orbit 
file, FORTRAN unit number 3 1 
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Parameters which control simulation printout a r e  a s  follows: 
Name .ELE Default Description 
IPRINT I *4 0 Print indicator: 
= 0, print every output line (i. e. , do 
not suppress printing) 
= 1, suppress printout of an output line 
if the data condition flag for this 
line is the same a s  the data flag 
for the previous line (i. e, , prirpt 
an output line only for those times 
a t  which the data flag changes). 
The output line for the first time 
in the prediction interval is always 
printed, regardless of the vdue  of 
the data flag. The output line for 
the final time is also printed, m- 
less this problem terminates ah-- 
normally 
IREPOR 0 Report generation indicator: 
= 0, generate final report s u m m z y  
= 1, do not generate final report 
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Goaslsenl 
Simulation control parameters a r e  a s  follows: 
Name Type Def aul t 
SIGMA R *4 90.0 Initial value for the sensor momlring 
-- angle between the spin axis and the 
optical axis of the horizon telescope 
(degrees). Valid range: 0 5 S I G W  
s 180. The sensor mounting angle is 
incremented by the value STEP after 
each frame o r  after each spin period 








R *4 0.703125 Step size for panoramic scanner (de- 
grees). If STEP = 0.0, the sensor 
mounting angle will remain c o n s t a t  
at  the value SIGMA 
Bias to be added to angular radius of 
Earth (degrees) 
Bias to be added to angular radius of 
Moon (degrees) 
Model for Earth radius 
= 0, use spherical Earth, of radius = 
RADE+HT 
= 1, use oblate Earth, with atmosphere 
height HT above surface 
R *4 6378.16 Earth radius (kilometers); used o d y  
if IOBLAT = 0 
R *4 0.0 Height of atmosphere layer above 
surface (kilometers) 
Central body indicator: 
= 1-2, consider Earth only a s  eentsd 
body 
= 3-6, consider both Earth and Moon as 
central bodies. Note that there 
is no option provided to consider 
the Moon as the only central 
body; however, if data for the 
Earth as central body are not 
desired, the dark 'angle of the 
Earth, DANGE, may be set to 
360.0 degrees, causing the 
Earth to be ignored 
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R *4 0.0033528 Earth oblateness parameter  (see note 
below) 
R *4 0.0 Earth oblateness parameter  for asym- 
metr ic  Earth (see note below) 
NOTE: The Earth radius is computed 
using the formula 
R = 6378.16 (1.0 - O B U T I  
* sin2 @ + OBLATZ + s in  4)  
+ HT 
where R = effective Earth radius 
in kilometers 
@ = geocentric l a ~ e i l d e  
Aligular field of view of sensor  (degrees), 
Valid range: 0 s EPS * 180. This pa- 
r amete r  is used to determine if the sen- 
s o r  field covers the entire view of the 
central  body o r  if par t  of the sensor  field 
hi ts  the central  body 
45 Sensor cutoff angle (degrees). The sen- 
s o r  is disabled when the dihedral awle 
from the plane defined by the spin axis 
and the Sun vector to the plane defined 
by the spin axis and the optical axis of 
the horizon telescope is less than THETAC 
o r  g rea te r  than 360 - THETAC. Valid 
range: 0 s THETAC s 180 
Dark angle of the Earth, i n  degrees 
measured between the vector to the 
terminator and the negative of the Sun 
vector 
Dark angle of the Moon (degrees). mote 
that the dark angle is approsirnateBy 
90 degrees - h,, where hs = half the 
angle subtended by the Sun = 0.27 degree, 
However, the dark angle may depend on 
the extent of the central body's ztmos- 
phere and the sensitiviw of the sensor. 
For an infrared sensor, both DANGE 
and DANGi\l should be set to -90) 
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R *4 0 . 5  Angular increment (degrees) used when 
searching for pairs of terminator cross- 
ings. If there a re  two terminator crass- 
ings for which the spacecraft rohlion 
angles a re  closer then DELPHI, these 
crossings may be overlooked. Valid 
range: DELPHI> 0. Values of 
DELPHI less than 0.40 should not be 
used, unless the routine TERMlN is 
modified to allow more than 1000 steps 
in the terminator search. Larger values 
of DELPHI may be used to reduce ex- 
ecution time 
0.01 Maximum allowable e r ror  in the phase 
angle of a terminator crossing. The 
half-interval search is terminabd when 
the interval becomes smaller t l ~ m  
PHITOL. Valid range: PHITOL , 0. 
Values of PHITOL less than 0.081 
should not be used, due to the l i d t e d  
precision of REAL *4 arithmetic 
(degrees) 
Data condition skipping indicator: 
= 0, simulate one frame of data for 
each time point; do not skip b e  
points 
= 1, skip any time point if the data con- 
dition flag for this time point is 
blank (i. e. , do not store the data 
for this time point in the simulated 
data arrays), Continue increment- 
ing the time until a frame is ob- 
tained for which the data condition 
flag is not blank. (This option 
must be used in conjunction wi& 
a value for IFLAG. See below) 
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IFLAG 




= 1, normal flag function 
= 2, set  flag to blanks if no sensor 
triggering occurs for this frame; 
otherwise, use normal flag fune- 
tion 
= 3, set flag to blanks if no sunlit hor- 
izon triggerings occurred; other- 
wise, use normal flag h n c ~ o n  
= 4, set  flag to blanks if a triggeriw 
was caused by a terminator cross- 
ing o r  if no triggerings occurred; 
otherwise, use normal flag funetiion 
= 5, use normal flag function if at least 
one triggering occurred at a ter- 





Simulation uncertainty parameters a r e  used mainly for simulation summarg. 
printout to indicate the expected quality of an attitude solution based on a d v e n  
frame of data given the following uncertainties. If all uncertainties equal 0.0, 
no attitude uncertainty is computed. Simulation uncertainty parameters are a s  
_ follows: 
Name Type Default Description 
ERRBET R *4 0.0 Uncertainty in Sun angle (degrees) 
ERRGAM R *4 0.0 Uncertainty in sensor mounting angle 
(degrees.) 
ERRA R *4 0.0 Uncertainty in rotation angle olf space- 
craft from Sun crossing to horizon 
crossing (degrees) 
ERRAD R*4 0.0 Uncertainty in angular radius of the 
central body (degrees) 
ERRTIM R *4 0.0 Uncertainty in absolute time of horizon 
crossings, or uncertainty in ephemeris 
information (seconds) 
. IDEBUG I *4 0 Debug indicator for uncertainty p r ~ t o u t : .  
= 0, no debug printout 
> 0, generate debug printout on 
FORTRAN data set  reference num- 
ber IDEBUG 
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. LIST 
Orbital Motion Correction 
Parameters controlling corrections for orbital motion in data simulation are 
as follows : 
Name Type Default Description 
TOL R *4 0.0001 Desired tolerance for sensor tr iggeriw 
time (seconds). If no iteration i s  de- 
sired, a large value may be used (e, g, , 
1.OE+50, ) so that convergence will 
always occur on the first iteration 
Maximum allowed number of fiteratlions 
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OPMAMl 
Orbit 
NAMELIST OPbIANl is read by subroutine OPINIT and contains parameters 
specifying the processing options for OASYS. 
Orbital elements (in arrays  dimensioned (2), subscript = 1 applies to spacecraft 
orbit around Earth o r  hIoon, subscript = 2 applies to orbit of Moon around 


















Semimajor axis (kilometers) 
Eccentricity (unitless) 
Inclination (degrees) 
Mean anomaly (degrees) 
Argument of perigee (degrees) 
Right ascension of ascending node (de- 
grees) 
Sun ephemeris indicator: 
= 1, use SUN1 to obtain Sun position 
(equinox of date) (see Reference 6) 
= 2, use SUNRD to obtain Sun position 
(uses a direct-access data se t  on 
FORTRAN unit 14; either eguinox 
of date o r  equinox of 1950.0, de-- 
pending on data set accessed) (see 
Appendix B) 
= 3, use RJPLT to obtain Sun P O S ~ ~ C B D  
(accesses a JPL ephemeris d a h  
set on FORTRAN unit NRJPLT; 
equinox of date) (see Reference 5 )  
Spacecraft ephemeris indicator:: 
= 1, use ORBGEN to generate space- 
craft  orbit, using orbital elements 
for  an orbit around the Earth (see 










I *4 2 = 2, use DTAPRE to obtain spacecrdt  
position (accesses a stnndnrd 
DODS EPHEM data set on FORTRAN 
unit NORB1; must be Earth- 
centered ephemeris) (see Refer- 
ence 3) 
= 3, use GETHDR/GETVCT to obtain 
spacecraft position (accesses a 
GTDS ephemeris file, either direct 
access o r  sequential, depending on 
the value of LEVEL (see below); 
the ephemeris may be either Earth- 
centered o r  Moon-centered; the 
header record of the data set spec- 
ifies the origin for the coordinates) 
(see Reference 4) 
= 4, use ORBGEN to generate space- 
craft orbit, using orbital elements 
for an orbit around the bIoorn (see 
module description of ORBGEN) 
= 5, use DTAPRE to obtain spacecraft 
position (accesses a standard DODS 
EPHEM data set on FORTRAN anit 
NORB1; must be Moon-centered 
ephemeris) (see Rpferenee 3) 
Moon ephemeris indicator: 
= 0, do not obtain Moon position, This 
. option must not be chosen if 
CBFLAG > 2, o r  if a Ivloon-9entered 
ephemeris file is used for  @ETHDR/ 
GETVCT, o r  if ORBGEN is used 
for a spacecraft orbit around the 
Moon (ISPC = 4), o r  if DTAPRE 
is used with a Moon-centered 
EPHERI tape (lSPC = 5 )  
= 1, use ORGGEN to generate orbit of 
Illoon using orbital elements for 
an orbit around the Earth 
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DRAFT . 
Name Type Default 
IISIOON I *4 0 
(Cont 'd) 
NRTPLT S*4 28 
NORBl I *4 3 0 
NGTDS I *4 2 9 
LEVEL I *4 0 
TORBIT (6) R *4 6*0. 
TMOON (6) R*4 6*0. 
OPMAN S. 
Orbit 
= 2, use SUNRD to obtain BIoon position 
(accesses a direct access data set  
on FORTRAN unit 14; either ewi- 
nox of date o r  equinox of 1950,0, 
depending on data se t  accessed) 
(see Appendix B) 
= 3,  use RJPLT to obtain Moon position 
(accesses a J P L  ephemeris data 
se t  on FORTRAN unit NRJPLT; 
equinox of date) (see B.eferenee 5) 
NOTE: The orbital elements and epoch 
time for the spacecraft must 
be specified if ISPC = 1 o r  4, 
Orbital elements and epoch time? 
for the Moon must be specified 
if IMOON = 1. 
FORTRAN unit number for JPL ephem- 
e r i s  data set, read by RJPLT 
FORTRAN unit number for DODS 
EPHEM data set, read by DTAPRE 
FORTRAN unit number for GTDS 
ORBIT file, read by G E T m ~ / C ; ~ T v C ~  
(only if a sequential fiie i s  used, 
LEVEL = 0; see below) 
Level number .for GETHDR/GETVCT: 
= 0, use sequential orbit file, FORTRAN 
unit number NGTDS 
> 0, level number on direct-,access 
orbit file, FORTRAN unihnumber 
31 
Epoch time oi orbital elements for 
spacecraft (year, month, day, hour, 
minutes, seconds) 
Epoch time of orbital elements for  
Moon (year, month, day, hour, minutes, 
seconds) 
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Uncertainties 
Uncertainty parameters for OASYS data weighting a re  a s  follows: 
Name Type Default 
ERRBET R *4 0.0 Uncertainty in Sun angle (degrees) 
ERRGARl R *4 0.0 Uncertainty in sensor mounting angle 
(degrees) 
ERRA R*4 0.0 Uncertainty in rotation angle of space- 





Uncertainty in angular radius of &Itre 
central body (degrees) 
Uncertainty in absolute time of horizon 
crossing, o r  uncertainty in ephemeris 
infor mation (seconds) 
Debug indicator f o r  subroutines WGERT, 
UNCDBL, and UNCDH: 
= 0, no debug printout 
> 0, generate debug printout on 
FORTRAN data set  reference uum- 
ber IDEBUG 
NOTE: If it i s  desired to utilize the data weighting &d uncertainty options of 
the system, the following parameters must be specified: 
e The NAME LIST parameter IAPIOR must b e  4 or'8. The 
NAR'IELIST parameters APRA and APDEC must be specified, 
(See OPMANl Control. ) 
@ One o r  more of the uncertainty parameters (ERRBET, ERRGAM, 




Bias parameters for  OASYS nrc  :IS folloivs: 
Type Dcfnult 
1013 LAT I *4 1 1::lrth rndius nlodcl indicator: 
= 0, use sphcricnl Earth modcl, with 
radius = (RADE + IIT) 
= 1, usc oblntc Enrtll modcl, with nt- 
mosphcrc Inycr at  height HT above 
I::lrth surface (the value of RADE 
is iporcbd) 
R*4 0.0 IIcight of atmosphere layer  above  ear^ 
su rf:lcc (Icilome ters)  
ABIASl R *4 0.0 1li;is :tddcd to the central  body in- 
triggc! ring (degrees) 
ABIAS2 R *4 0.0 I3ias aclcleci to central  body out- 
triggc ring (degrees) 
BIASRE R *4 0.0 13i:is :~tl(led to angular radius of Earth 
(( I ~ ~ < ~ . L . c ~ s )  
BIASRM R *4 0.0 i{ias :~tlded to angular radius of Moon 
((lc.::rccs) 
RADE R *4 G378.1G I;ffccli\-e optical aspect radius of Earth . 
( I ~ ~ ~ L ) I I I C ~ C ~ S )  
RADM R *4 1738.0 I.:ffr.ctivc optical aspect  radius of Moon 
(kilomctcrs) 
DANGE Rr4 89.7 I):irI, : u ~ g l c  of Earth (degrees) 
DANGM R*4. 59.7 I ,:ir!i :lngle of hloon (degrees) 
BGAMMA R *4 0.0 I1i:ls on sensor mounting angle (degrees) 
OBLATl R *4 0.0033.52s l.:krtil ob1:ltcness parameter  (see note 
! ) ~ ! , I * . V )  
OBLATS R *4 0.0 I::\ r t l ~  ol~l:ttl*ncss parameter  for  asym- 
1 1 1 t - r  r i c e  1. : :~  1-th (see note below) 
St)  1'1:: 'I'lic! effective Earth radius, R, 
itr liilomctcrs, i s  computed as 
i t  - (i::iS. 16 (1.0 - OBLATP 
" sin2 3 + OBIAT2 * sin $1 
+ HT 
trhcre 0 = geocentric la.ti&de 
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Printout 
OASYS printout control parnmcters  n1.c 3s follows: 
Name Type Dcfau I t Description 
IPLOT I *4 5 Lincprintcr plot level: 
= 0, no lincprinter plots 
2 1, plots of alpha ve r sus  f rame number 
nntI d c l t , ~  versus  f r ame  number 
(including rejected points) 
2 2, plots of :~lphn versus  f rame number 
:~nd delta versus  f rame number 
(omitting rejected points) 
2 3,  plots of a r c  length uncertain@ 
versus f rame number 
2 -1, plots of nadir angle ve r sus  frame 
number 
2 S, plots of dihedral angle versus  
frnnle number 
DEBUG Printout level indicator: 
= 0, no printout 
2 1, print t'r;+or messages 
2 2, print nvcrages 
2 3,  print input parameters  
;- -1, print single f r a m e  resul ts  
:- .i, in-int pointer f r a m e s  
:: f;, print input telemetry f r ames  
2 7, print Sum vectors  
















A priori attitude indicator: 
= 0, no a priori attitude available 
= 4, use a priori attitude only if dctcr- 
rninistic logic fails 
= 8, use a priori attitude first to resolve 
all ambiguities 
A priori right ascension (6. I. f (degrees) 
A priori declination (G. I. ) (depees)  
Sensor cutoff angle (degrees) 
Angular field of view of sensor (degrees) 
Er ro r  limit on a priori attitude (degees) 
Terminator rejection flag: 
= 0, no restriction 
= 4, reject data if terminator i s  visible 
Maximc m number of iterations alowed 
to  resolve ambiguities in SPINAV (see 
Reference 8) 
Rejection tolerance. An attitude is 
rejected if its deviation from the block 
average is greater than GPNSIG*STDV, 
where STDV is  the computed s t w d a r d  
deviation 
Rejection tolerance. An attitude is 
rejected if its deviation from the block 
average is greater than SPNTOL (de- 
grees) 
SRLOW R*4 0. Lower bound on spin rate (degrees per 
second) 
SRHIGH R *4 1. E6 Upper bound on spin rate (degrees pe r  
second) 
SUNLOW R*4 0. Lower bound on Sun angle (degrees) 
SUNHI R*4 180. Upper bound on Sun angle (degrees) 
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Control 







Central body indicator: 
= 1-2, consider Earth only as  central 
body 
= 3-6, consider both Earth and Moon 
a s  central bodies 
= 7-10, consider Moon only as  central 
body 
Terminator search increment, used by 
predictor. A pair of terminator 
crossings may be overlooked if their 
angular separation is less than DE LPHH 
(degrees) 
Terminator angle tolerance, Used to 
terminate half-interval search in predic- 
tor (degrees) 
Maximum expected er ror  in d e u e e s  in 
dihedral angle computed from double 
horizon scan midtime. Used to resolve 
ambiguities in double horizon wid& 
method 
OABIAS data archive control parameter: 
s 0, do not write archive data set 
> 0 ,  write archive data set on FORTRAN 
unit number IDISK: See Seetion 7,4 
for a description of this data set 
Double horizon crossing flag: 
= 0, use double horizon methods o d y  
if central body is fully sunlit 
= 1, use double horizon methods only 
if a scan a t  the a priori atlibde 
does not cross  the termimtor 
= 2, use double horizon methods regard- 
less of lighting conditions on een- 
tral body 
Single horizon-in flag: 
= 0, do not process with singIe horizon- 
in method 














I *4 1 Single horizon-out flag: 
= 0, do not process with single horizon- 
out method 
= 1, process with single horizon-out 
method 
Double horizon width flag: 
= 0, do not process with double horizon 
width method 
= 1, process with double horizon width 
method 
Double horizon dihedral flag: 
= 0, do not process with double horizon 
dihedral method 
= 1, process with double horizon dihedral 
method 
Rejection tolerance. A Sun angle is 
rejected if it differs from its smoothed 
value by more than SUNSIG*STDV, 
where STDV = the computed stadard 
deviation 
Rejection tolerance. A Sun angle is 
rejected if it differs from its smoothed 
value by more than SUNTOL (degrees) 
Sun angle processing indicator: 
= 0, normal Sun angle processing (linear 
fit) 
= 1, do not smooth Sun angles 
Sun angle input: 
= 0.0, no effect 
# 0.0, use the value SUNIN for evew 
Sun angle; ignore the Sun angles 
in the telemetry, and igpo re sag: 
value of ISXPRO (degrees) 
NOTE: The following parameters in NABlE LIST OPMANl a r e  not appl ieale  for 
R.ISXI)/OXBMS; see reference t; for a discussion of these parameters: 
SENANG STIMEl SRSIG WTNAD 
APPER FTIBIEO SRTOL WTDIII 
RIIDTIJI FTIAIE 1 ISRPRO WTX.AD3 
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7 . 3 . 7  NAilIELIST BIASNL 
NAhIELIST BIASNL is read by subroutine INITXL and contains parameters 
specifying processing options for the OrZBIAS Subsystem. 
Parameters defining the initial state a r e  a s  follows: 
Name Default Description 
xo (1) R*8 0.0 Initial estimate of right ascemion (G, 1.) 
(degrees) 
xo (2 R*8 0.0 Initial estimate of declination (Gel, ) 
(degrees) 
xo(3) R*8 0.0 Initial estimate of phase (depees)  
= 0.0, program will compute the initial 
phase 
Initial estimate of bias in horizon 
scanner mountin'g angle from spin axis 
(degrees) 
Initial dstimate of horizon s e w e r  
azimuth relative to the Sun sensor an 
central body in-triggering (degrees ) 
R*8 0.0 Initial estimate of horizon se;uaner 
azimuth relative to the Sun sensor sn 
central body out-triggehng (degree@ 
R*8 0.0 Initial estimate of bias on the m d a r  
radius of the central body (degrees) 
R *8 0.0 Initial estimate of bias in Sun a ~ l e  
- (degrees) 
R*8 0.0 Initial estimate of spin rate (revolu$jiow 
per minute): . 
= 0.0, compute initial estimate using 
average of spin rates in INDATA 
Initial estimate of Sun sensor plme tilt 
(dcgrees) 
Initial estimate of horizon sensor flane 
tilt  (degrees) 
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Initial State 
Type Default Description 
R*8 12*0.0 Estimate of the e r ror  in the initial state 
(units same a s  XO) 
Initial attitude options: 
= 1, use OASYS block average r e s u l t s  
for both attitude and uncertainties; 
ignore X0(1), X0(2), P0(1), PO(2) 
= 2, use XO(1) and XO(2) for initial 
attitude; use PQ(1) and PQ(2) h r  
initial uncertainties 
= 3, use state vector and uncertainties 
from previous QABIAS run; lipore 
XO and PO entirely 
= 4, use state vector from previous 
OABIAS run, and input values of 
- PO; ignore XO entirely 
= 5, use OASYS block average r e s u l t s  
for attitude, and input va lues  for 
PO; ignore XO(1) and XO(2) 
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Models 
Parameters specifying OABIAS models a re  a s  follows: 
Name Type Default Description 
-
MODEL(l0) L "4 lo* F Observation model selector. If tme, 
the selected model is processed 
Sun angle 
Sun time 
Nadir vector projection 
Horizon time 
Single horizon dihedral angle 
Double horizon scan width 
Small target nadir angle 
Scan midtime dihedral angle 
Unused 
Unused 
Residual calculation selector. If true, 
the residual for that model is computed. 
RESMOD(i) is defined in the same way 
a s  MODE L(i) 
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Processing Options 
Parameters defining processing options a r e  a s  follows: 
Name T V P ~  Dcfault Description 
REJOPT . I *4 0 Data r e  jec tiou option: 
= 0, process all data 
= 1, reject an observation if it was re- 







State vector updating sequence: 
= 0, update after every model proeess- 
R*8. l l * l . - 5  Array of convergence cri teria for  itera- 
tion loop. If A 8 CONWG, the 
ing 
= N, update at every Nth frame 
Iteration controller: 
= 0, no iteration 
= N, allow up to N iterations on eaeh 
state update 
REDUNT (10) 1*4 
iteration loop is completed (units the 
same a s  XO) 
In a nongraphic mode, if REDUNT(1) f 0, 
another s e t  of parameters for NAMELIST 
BIASNL will be read from the FORT FQAN 
unit number specified by REDUNT(I). 
If REDUNT(1) = 0,  OABIAS will r e b m  
0- re- after completing the processin, 
quested in this NAME LIST. In a gnph- 
ics mode, REDUNT has no effect. 
REDUNT(2) through REDUNT(10) are 
not applicable in MSAD/OABIAS 
Results printout frequency controller: 
= 0, print after'each model processing 
= N, print after each Nth frame 
Oblateness modar'h indicator: 
= 0, use spherical Earth model 
= 1, use oblate Ea~th model 
M s i m u m  numbs  erf iterations for 
linearity fis: 
= 1, do not use linearity f i s  
= N, maximum of N iterations 
Name 
ISPINR 
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0 Spin rate processing option: 
= 0, use block average spin rate for 
processing every frame 
= 1, use spin rate from each telemetry 
frame for  processing that frame 
ISPINR does not apply if PO (9) # 0.0 
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Printout 
Parameters controlling OABIAS printout a r e  a s  follows: 
Name Type - Default Description 
IDUMP L 
Unit number for printout of e r ror  mes- 
sages and diagnostic output 
Diagnostic output level controller: 
= 0, print only summary of e r rors  
= 4, print error  messages and summary 
IPLOT (12) I*4 12 *3 Plotting option for printer plots of state 
vector and state uncertainties: 
= 0. do not plot state or uncertainty 
= 1, plot state only 
= 2, plot uncertainty only 
= 3, plot both state and uncertainty 
There i s  one indicator for each state 
component as  listed for XO. Note that 
if PO@) = 0.0 for any state component, 
plots will not be generated for that state 
component, regardless of the value of 
IPLOT 
IDIAGN (3 2) 1*4 32*0 Diagnostic printout flag for each sub- 
routine : 
= 0, print nothing 
2 1, print header and trailer 
2 2, input variables 
2: 4, output variables 
2 6, internal variables before and after 
they are  passed via an internal 
subroutine call 

































FORTRAN unit number for results 
printout. Results a r e  printed on ~ t s  
IPRINT, IPRINT '+ 1, IPRINT + 2, 
IPRINT + 3,  IPRINT i 4, and IPRmT +- 5 
Results printout level controller: 
= 0, print nothing 
= 2, print time, state vector, a , 6 , 
frame number, observation type 
= 4, print above plus covariance matrL~ 
= 6, print above plus gain matrix 
= 8, print above plus matrix of partials, 
weights, residuals 
= 10, print above plus observation and 
calculated observation 
= 12, print above plus inertial vectors 
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Data Weighti% 
/ 
T':~rflmcters defining observation weights a re  as  follows: 
Namc En22 Default Description 
SANGRN R *4 1. E-4 Sun angle granularity (degrees) 
STRIGRN R*4 1. E-4 Sun time granularity (seconds) 
OXGRAN R *4 1. E-4 Timing granularity of the optical aspect 
(OA) telescope (seconds) 
RHOGRN R *4 1.0 Granularity in central body angralar 
radius for model 7 (degrees) 
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Tolerances 
1~ar:~rncters defining OABIAS calculation tolerances a re  as  follows: 
Nnme Type Default Description 
TOLDEN . R*4 1. E-4 RIinimum valuc allowed for SIRZ - S2RL 
iu LCOhIP subroutine 
TOLDET R *4 1. E-4 Dctcrmin'mt singularity tolerance in 
LPARTS subroutine 
DE LTAT R *4 10.0 Timc increment used for computing 
spacecraft vclocity by numerical differ- 
entiation (seconds) 
ROTLIM R*4 20.0 Declination tolerance for coordinate 
transformation (degrees). A rotation 
is performed if the absolute value of 
the initial declination is < ROTLIM 
o r  >90 - ROTLIM 
LINTOL(12) R*8 12*1. D-5 Tolerances for linearity fix (units tlae 
same a s  for XO) -- - 
GARIDEG R*8 -- Not uscd 
IDISK 1*4 -- Not uscd 
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7 . 3 .  S Description of a Samplc XX 111.: T.IST 
- - . . - 
'Khis subsection describes a snnlple s e t  of input cards.  The input N A m L I S T  
pnr:lmeters together with the default vnlutbs a r c  designed to f i r s t  simulate a 
spacecraft with an  infrared (IR) sensor  in an  elliptic orbit. The simulated data. 
span covers G minutes about 1 hour nftcr  perigee. The simulated data is first 
processed by OASYS and then by OXI3I:IS. This s 'mple problem provides the 
printout and graphs which a r e  descril~cd in Sections 7.12 and 7.14. 
The sample NAMELISTs together with thc default values are given in See- 
tion 7.3.8.1. A description of the e f f c c ~ s  of each NAMELIST is given sepa- 
rately in the following subsections. 
7.3.8.1 Sample NAME LIST 
Card Input Default Values Assumed 
Column 2 
&CONTRL IFTABL = 96 
IFTUBE = 23 
IFTPRT = 6 
IRDART = 0 
IRDXST = 0 ' 
GSATID = ' *' 
GRUNID = '*' 
?' 
Cnr-d Tnput Default Values Assumed 
IADD = 0 
ISKIP = 1 
IHEADR = 3 
ICBSEL = 1, 1, 0, 1 
ICNSEL = 8*1 
IDISK = 51 
NFRAhl2 = 25 
IEPHERI = 0 
ITERM = 0 
ICB = 0 
TADJ = 0 . 0  
INOISE = 2 
STDV = 4 * 0.005, 
2 * 0.0 
BIAS = 6 * 0 . 0  
PROB= 6 * 0 .0  
IRAND = 133456'789 
BGAM = 0 .0  
SQUANT = 0 .3  
ABETAl = 0 .0  
ABETA2 = 0.0  
OMEGl = 0.0 
OhIEG2 = 0.0 
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Card Input Default Values Assumed 
TO = 1974., l., 4., 
23., 4., 0. 
DELTAT = 15. 
EYE = 28.3, 0, 
RANODE = 260. , 0. 
ORBITE = 1974., l., 
4., 22., 
51., 26. 
ISUN = 1 
ISPC = 1 
IMOON = 0 
IPRINT = 0 
IREPOR = 0 
ISKIP = 1 
IFLAG = 2 
SIGMA = 86. 
S T E P  = 0.0 
IOBLAT = 0 
RADE = 6378.16 
- 
ICB = 1 
EPS = 0.0 
THETAC = 0.0 
DANGE = -90. 
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Card Input Default Values Assumed 
DELPHI = 0.5 
PHITOL = 0.01 
ERRBET = 0.25 
ERRGAM = 0.1 
ERRA = 0.1 
ERRAD = 0.5 
ERRTIM = 30, 
IDEBUG = 0 
TOL = 0.0001 
MAXIT = 10 
ISPC = 1 
IMOON = 0 
TORBIT = 1974. , 10, 
22.9 51.9 
26. 
EYE = 28.3, 0. 
W.0 = 180., 0. 
RANODE = 260., 0. 
ERRBET = 0.25 
ERRGAM = 0,1 
ERIW = 0.1 
ERRAD = 0.5 
ERRTIhI = 30. 
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Card Input Default Values Assumed 
IDEBUG = 0'  
IOBLAT = 0 
HT =0.O 
ABIASl = 0 .0  
ABIAS2 = 0.0  
BIASRE = 0 .0  
RADE = 6378.16 
DANGE = -90.0 
BGAMMA = 0.0 
IPLOT = 5 
DEBUG = 8 
IAPIOR = 8 
APRA = 350. 
APDEC = -19. 
EPSILN = 0 . 0  
,- 
CBFLAG = 1 
EPS = 1.4 
ATTOL = 360. 
TRMCHK = 0 
rrMAX = 10 
SPNSIG = 3. 
SPNTOL = 20. 
SRLOW = 0. 
DELPHI = 0 . 5  
PHITOL = 0.01  
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Card  Input Default Values Assumed 
DIHTOL = 10. 
IDISK = 0 
MIN = I 
MOUT = 1 
MDBL = 1 
MDIH = 1 
SUNSIG = 3. 
SUNTOL = 20. 
&END 
&BIA SNL 
ATTOPT = 5 
MODEL = 6 * T,  F, 
T,  2 * F  
REJOPT = 1 
IUPDAT = 0 
NUMITR = 0 
INTOUT = 0 
IOBLAT = 0 
ITER = 1 
ERUNIT = 12 
- .- - . . . - IDUhlPL=4 
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Card Input 
IPRINT = 6 
ILEVEL = 12 
SANGRN = 30. 
STMGRN = 0.1 
OAGRAN = 0.5 
Default Vnlucs Assumed 
IPLOT = 12 * 3 
IDIAGN = 32 * 0 
TOLDEN = 1. E-4 
TOLDET = 1.E-4 
ROTLIM = 20. 
7.3.5.2 NAnIE LIST CONTRL 
The GESS nonresident tables wi l l  b e  read on FORTR4N unit  number 96, a d  
the graphic device specified on FORTRAN unit number 23 will1 be used (defmBt: 
IFTABL = 96; default: IFTUBE = 23). GESS output will be printed  on^ 
FORTRAN unit number 6 (default: IFTPRT = 6). 
7.3.8.3 NA hZE LIST 
Twenty-five f rames  of data (NFR4ME = 25) will be simulated (default: 
ISIM = 1) us- the constant spin rate of 100 degrees p e r  second (defzult: 
OhlEGAl = loo., 0. ). The data will be written on a device specified by 
FORTIUN unit number 51 (IDISK = 51). The device will be rewound prior to 
being written on (default: IREIVND = 1). 
- - 
Tlre ephemeris data, terminator flags, and central  body f lags on the OABLAS 
data se t  will not be used in the O.4SYS and OXBItlS runs (IEPHEhL = 0, 
ITERM = 0, ICB = 0). These options will let OASYS obtain the ephemeris data 
and identify the central body and terminator crossings. The data will Ibe 
-- --- 
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processed once with noisc (INOISE = 2) generated by the standard deviations 
specified by STDV(6). No biases will be added to the simulated data (default: 
BIAS = 6 * 0.0; default: BGAM = 0.0; default: TADJ = 0.0) , but the W 
angles will  be quantized (SQUANT = 0.5). 
7.3.8.4 NAME LIST LIST 
This NARIELIST contains parameters specifying the simulation conditions, The 
-- 
data will be simulated every 15 seconds (DELTAT = 15.), starting at 2304 hours ,  
January 4, 1974 (TO = 1974., I., .4., 23., 4., O.), based on the attitude 
(ALPHA = 351., DELTA = 20. ) read from cards. (IATAPE = 1). 
The Earth is the only central body considered here  (ICB = I), and the Moon PO-. 
sition i s  not required (default: IMOON = 0). The spacecraft orbit will be $en- 
erated by subroutine ORBGEN (ISPC = 1) using the orbit parameters A, E, 
EYE, EMO, WO, RANODE, and ORBITE. The Sun position will be obhined 
by subroutine SUN1 (default: ISUN = 1). 
. . 
It is assumed that the horizon sensor has a mounting angle of 86.0 degrees 
(SIGMA = 86.0) and an -1ar field of view of 0.0 degree and that there is no 
cutoff angle (THETAC = 0.0). Because the sensor mounting =le is constant, 
STEP must be se t  to zero (STEP = 0.0). No bias on the angula; radius of 
Earth is considered (default: BIASRE = 0.0). Note that all biases except 
BIASRE a re  in NAMELIST MAIN. This is because the bias on the Zar 
radius, unlike the other biases, cannot be simply added to unbiased d a a *  
A spherical Earth model i s  used (IOBLAT = 0). In this example an TR sensor is 
assumed so  that the terminator has no influence. Tn order to ensure both horizon 
in- and out-triggerins, the dark angle of Earth must be set to -90.0 degrees 
(DANGE = -90). The IR sensor is assumed to trigger at the surface of Ear&; 
i. e., the effective height of atmosphere layer is zero (default: H T  = 0,0), 
The espcctcd cpality of the attitude solutions obtained by OASYS will be pented  
out in terms of the uncertainty in the attitude caused by uncertainties in Sun 
- -  - 
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angle, sensor mounting angle, rotation angle, angular radius of Eartlh, and 
absolute time of horizon crossing (ERRBET = 0.25, ERRGAhl = 0.1, 
ERRA = 0.1, ERRAD = 0.5, ERRTIN = 30.). 
7.3.8.5 NAME LIST OPMANl 
This NAMELIST contains parameters specifying the processing options for  the 
OASYS Subsystem, 
The spacecraft orbit and the Sun position will be obtained in  the same w;ey as 
in the simulation (default: ISUN = 1, ISPC = 1; default: IMOON = 0). The or- 
bit parameters, A, 33, EYE, EXIU, JW, RANODE, and TORBIT, should be 
the same a s  those in NAMELIST LIST. Note that the epoch time here is de- 
noted by TORBIT while ORBITE is used in LIST. 
The computation of the uncertainty in the determined attitude will be based on 
the uncertainty in the Sun angle, sensor mounting angle, rotation angle, awlar 
radius of the Earth, and absolute time of the horizon crossing (ERRBET = 0,25, 
ERRGAM = 0.1, ERRA = 0.1, ERRAD = 0.5, ERRTIM = 30. ). a 
As in the simulation, the spherical Earth model with zero effective atmosphere 
layer and a da rk  angle of -90.0 degrees will be used (IOBLAT = 0; default: 
HT = 0.0; DtlNGE = -90. ). No bias adjustment will be made in d e t e r m i d w  
the attitude (default: ABIASB = 0.0; default: BIASRE = 0.0, default: 
BGAMMA = 0.0). 
As in the simulation, only the Earth will  be considered as a central body 
(CBFLAG = 1). The Sun angles will not be smoothed (ISNPRO = 1). Note &at 
the Sun angles in this esample problem a r e  quantized as described in LIST, 
All four attitude determination methods, the single horizon-in and horizon-.csut, 
double horizon width, and double horizon dihedral method, will be processed 
to determine the attitude (default: hlIN = 1; default: BIOUT = 1; default: 
RIDBL = 1; default: RIDIH = 1). The a priori attitude is used f i rs t  to resolve 
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a11 ambiguities (APlQI = 350. , APDI3C = 19. , IAPIOR = 8). All solutions will 
be included prior to the block averaging (default: ATTOL = 360. ). An attitude 
will be rejected if it deviates from the bloclc average by more than 20 degrees 
or  by more than 3 times the computed standard deviation (default: SPNTOL = 20, ; 
default: SPNSIG = 3. ). The attitudes, uncertainties, nadir angles, and dihe- 
dral angles obtained from the four attitude methods will be plotted by the line- 
printer (IPLOT = 5). 
This NAMELIST contains parameters specifying processing options for the 
OABIAS Subsystem. In this sample problem, the user is assumed to have 
no a priori estimate of the attitude and biases. The best choice, then, is 
ATTOPT = 5, which allows OABIAS to use the block average attitude from 
OASYS a s  the initial estimate. Zero bias will be used as the initial esGimate 
(default: XO = 12 * 0.0). The initial estimate of the uncertainties will be 
given by PO. A11 12 elements of the state vector will be corrected. Note,  at 
PO(J) = 0.0 restricts Jth component of the state vector to its initial value, 
All models but the small target nadir angle model will be processed, and the 
residuals for each model will be computed (MODEL = 6 * T, F, T, 2 * F, 
RESXlOD = 6 * T, F, T, 2 * F). Generally, updating the state vector after 
processing each observation (default: IUPDAT = 0) with no iteration (default: 
NUTvKfTR = 0) gives the best results. Since the spherical Earth model is used 
in simulation, the use of that model is appropriate (dehl t :  ICOBLAT = 01, 
Usually, the attitude estimated by OASYS is sufficiently close to the t m e  state, 
unless unexpectedly large biases a re  present. The linearity fix, then, is not 
necessary (default: ITER = 1). The data rejected in cadi model by the block 
averaging in OhSYS will be rejected in processing of the A:L rresponding model 
(RE JOPT = 1) in 0ABL.S. 
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The printout will include the state vector, uncertainties, partial derivatives 
vector, gain vectors, observation and weight, and the statistics of the aesid- 
uals (ILEVEL = 12) on FORTRAN units numbered 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, respec- 
tively (IPRINT = 6 ) .  Both the state vector and uncertainties will be plotted 
(default: IPLOT = 12 * 3) on FORTRAN unit number G (IPRINT = 6). Note 
that the residuals for a model will be plotted on FORTRAN unit number 6 
(IPRINT = 6)  if the corresponding array element of RESMOD is true. A line 
of printout will occur for every observation, and a point will be plotted at every 
frame (default: INTOUT = 0). The e r r o r  messages and e r r o r  summary hble 
will be printed (IDUMPL = 4) on FORTRAN unit number 12 (ERUNIT = 12)- 
No diagnostic printout will be generated (default: IDIAGN = 32 * 0). 
The granularities required for each model a r e  shown below: 
RIoclel Granularitv Required 
Sun angle model 
Sun time model 
Nadir vector projection model 
Horizon time model 
Single horizon dihedral angle model 
Double horizon scan width model 
Small target nadir angle model 









Since all models but the small target nadir angle model will be processed, all 
granularities but RIIOGRN a re  required (SANGRN = 30.,  STMGRN = 0.1, 
OAGRAN = 0 . 5 ) .  
A A 
When any two vectors of the horizon vector, LII ; spia axis vector, S : and 
h 
spacecraft position vector, K , a r e  either nearly parallel o r  nearly antiparan- 
lel, a singularity in computing the partial derivatives of $ is encountered. 
Whenever the estiinate and geometry result in a matrix whose determinant i s  
- 
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less than TOWET, the processing of that observation is terminated (default: 
TOLDET = 1. E-4). TOLDET is required for the horizon time model, single 
horizon dihedral angle model, and double horizon scan with model. 
The G. I. coordinate system will be rotated if the absolute value of the i ~ t i a l  
estimate of the declination of the spin %.xis is less than 20 degrees o r  between 
70 and 90 degrees (default: ROTLIIvI = 20. ), 
. . 
The NARIELIST parameters that have no effect in this sample problem a r e  
CONVRG, RHOGRN, DELTAT, and LINTOL. If an iteration on each s t a t e  up- 
date is needed (NUMITR # 0), CONVRG is required. I£ the linearity fix is at- 
tempted (ITER > l), LINTOL is required. If the correction of the in-track time 
e r ro r  is required and the central body i s  the moon, DELTAT must be specified. 
7.4 OABIAS DATA SET 
- .  
The OABLAS data set  is written by the Radio Astronomy Explorer-B (ME-B) 
Attitude Determination System o r  written by the OASYS Subsystem r u d w  
under the SSS-A, SMS-A, o r  I M P 4  Attitude Determination Systems. In a sim- 
ulation mode, the simulator within MsAD/OABIAS also writes a data set in this 
format. For the AE spacecraft, the subroutine AECOPY copies the AE d a b  
set  into this format. 
The data set  consists of one o r  more blocks of data, with each block preceded 
by a pair of header records. Each block of data consists of one o r  m o r e  
frames; each frame consists of two records, an in-triggering followed by an 
out-triggering. 
The data set  is a FORTRAN A-format data se t  (i. e., all parameters are read 
and written in an G format); i t  resides on FORTRAN unit IDISK, where IDPSK 
is a parameter in NXSIELIST JIXIN (default value = 50) .  
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IHFLAG Header flag = -999 
TRE F Current time of job running (local time) 
(year, month, day, hours, minutes, seconds) 
TFIRST Time of f i rs t  sample (UT: seconds from 
0 hours, September 1, 1957) 
THE' (1) Upper SAS zenith reference angle from 
+Z (degrees) 
(2 Lower SAS zenith reference angle from 
+Z (degrees) 
(3 ) PAS1 null zenith reference angle from 
+Z (degrees) 
(4) PAS2 null zenith reference angle from 
+Z (degrees) 
PAD (1) Padding (ignored) 
(2 ) Padding (ignored) 
Record 2: 
Name Description 
NSAMP Number of samples = number of data records 
following this header ' 
PHI' (1) Upper SAS azimuth reference angle from 
+X (degrees) 
(2 Lower S=IS azimuth reference angle from 
+X (degrees) 
(3) PA4S1 null azimuth reference angle from 
+S (degrees) 
(4 1 PAS2 null azimuth reference angle from 
+S (degrees) 
1 Applies to RIE-B spacecraft only. 
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Desc ription 
PHI' (5) PAS1 Sun azimuth reference angle from R*4 
+X (degrees) 
(6) PAS2 Sun azimuth reference angle from , . R*4 
+X (degrees) 
RHOEB Bias on Earth angular radius (degrees) R *4 
RHOhIB Bias on Moon angular radius (degrees) 
PAD (1) Padding (ignored) 
(2) Padding (ignored) 
The 50-byte data records (always occurring in pairs) which constitute each 
frame on a block of data a re  a s  follows: 
Name Description 
INVERT' Inversion flag: 
= 0, normal 
= 1, inverted 
TTRIG Time of horizon triggering (U T: seconds from R*8 
0 hours, September 1, 1957) 
BETA Sun angle (degrees) (0-180) W*4 
GAM Sensor mounting angle (degrees) (0-180) R*4 
RPM Spin rate (revolutions per minute) R *4 
A Dihedral angle from Sun to horizon (degrees) R*4 
(0-360) 
PASPHI' Phase -1e used in computing A (degrees) R*4 
(0-360) 
RMINUS (3) Unit vector from spacecraft to center of cen- R*4 
tral body, inertial coordinates 
RhIXG Distance from spacecraft to center of central R *4 
body (Iiilometers) 
KCNFLG Configuration flag (see note below) I *2 







Central body indicator: 
= E, Earth 
= &I, Moon 
= S, Sun (central body vector ignored) 
= U, unlsioivn (central body vector ignored) 
Horizon terminator indicator: 
= H, horizon 
= T, terminator 
= U, unknown 































For the AE spacecraft, the configuration flag is defined a s  follows: 
= 1, wheel horizon sensor 1, gimbal Sun sensor a 
= 2,  wheel horizon sensor 2, gimbal Sun sensor 
= 3, body horizon sensor 1 o r  2, digital Sun sensor 
For all other spacecraft, the configuration flag i s  fixed a t  1. 
7.5 AE DATA SET 
The AE input data se t  is written by the AE-C Attitude Determination System, 
This data set can be accessed only through the use of subroutine RDBUFF froam 
the AE libraries. See Reference 14 for a description of this data set. The 
AE input data set  is rend from FORTRAN unit number IAEUN, a parameter in 
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Not all of the data brought in to subroutine AECOPY i s  used in 0,4BIAS proe- 
essing. Since some of the data which i s  not used i s  of interest in modeling the 
performance of the bolometer for  the AE wheel mounted sensors, the option 
exits to write wheel horizon sensor data on FORTRAN unit number IBOLOU, 
- IBOLOU is a parameter in NAMELIST MAIN. The AE bolometer data set. con- 
sists of one o r  more frames of data with each frame in  the following format:: 
Name Description 
WHSTIM Wheel horizon sensor triggering time for 
each frame (UT: seconds from 0 hour, 
September 1, 1957) 
EW1 Earth width times for wheel horizon sensor 1 R*4 
(seconds) 
EW2 Earth width times for wheel horizon sensor 2 R*4 
(seconds) 
SI Split-to-index pulse times (seconds) R *.% 
WHSSP Wheel spin period for each frame (seconds) R*4 
WHSFLG Wheel horizon sensor flag: 
= 0, (EBCDIC) good frame 
f 0, bad frame 
7.6 JPL  LUNAR AND SOLAR EPHEMERIS FILE 
The J P L  ephemeris file contains lunar and solar ephemeris information. ac- 
cessed by subroutine RJPLT. The file is required if the parameter ISTJN = 3 
o r  IRlOON = 3 in NAME LIST LIST o r  OPMANl. (See Sections 7.3 .5  and 
7.3.6.  ) The FORTRAN unit number is specified by the parameter NRJPLT in 
NAMELIST LIST o r  OPMANl (default value = 28). 
See Reierence 5 for a description of this data set. 
7 . 7  SUSRD LUXilR AND SOLAR EPIIE3IERlS FILE 
The SUNRD ephemeris file contains lunar and solar ephemeris data accessed 
by subl-outine SUNRD. The file i s  required if the parameter ISCX = 2 o r  
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IMOON = 2 in NAME LIST LIST o r  OPMAN 1. (See Sections 7.3.5 and 7.3,6 , )  
The FORTRAN unit number for the file is 14. 
See Appendix B in Volume 1 for  a description of this data set. 
7.8 GTDS SPACECRAFT EPHEXlERIS FILE 
The GTDS ephemeris file contains spacecraft ephemeris data accessed by sub- 
routine GETHDR/GETVCT. The file is required if the parameter ISPC = 3 in 
NAMELIST LIST o r  OPMAN1. (See Sections 7.3.5 and 7.3.6.) If the p a r m -  
e te r  LEVEL = 0, then the FORTRAN unit number is specified by the pa.rameter 
NGTDS (default value = 29); if LEVEL f 0, the FORTRAN unit number is 3 1, 
See Reference 4 for a description of this data set. 
- ----- 
7.9 DODS SPACECRAFT EPHEMERIS FILE 
The DODS ephemeris file contains spacecraft ephemeris data accessed by 
DTAPRE (an entry point of ROITAP). The file is required if ISPC = 2 o r  5 
in  NAME LIST LIST o r  OPMAN1. (See Sections 7.3.5 and 7.3.6. ) The 
FORTRAN unit number i s  specified by the parameter NORBl (default value = 301, 
See Reference 3 for  a description of this data set. 
0 
7.10 SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE TAPE 
The spacecraft attitude tape is a.standard Multisatellite Attitude P r e d i e ~ o n  
(MSAP) attitude data set which is used by the simulator to simulate a space- 
craft  with a slowly varying attitude. This data s e t  is required if the parameter 
IATAPE = 0 in NAME LIST LIST. The FORTRAN unit cumber for the a$litude 
tape is 12. 
See Reference 20 for a description of this data set. 
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7.11 GESS NONRESIDENT TABLES 
The GESS nonresident tables reside on a partitioned data s e t  and coobin the: 
display tables which describe each GESS display in the system. The kbles 
a r e  accessed one a t  a time by the GESS Executive a s  required. The F O R T U N  
unit number is specified by parameter IFTABL in NAMELIST CONTRL (default 
value = 96). 
See Reference 13 for a description of this data set. 
7.12 PRINTED OUTPUT 
Printed output is generated by the GESS Executive, the OADRIV control mod- 
ule, the Optical Aspect Determination Prediction (ODAP) Subsystem, the 
OASYS Subsystem, and the OABIAS Subsystem. 
Printed output may be generated on FORTRAN unit numbers 6, 9, 10, 94, and 
95, plus the unit numbers specified by the parameters IFTPRT (in NAMELIST 
CONTRL), ERUNIT (in NAMELIST BIASNL), md  IPFUNT through IPRINT + 5 
(in NAMELIST BIASNL). Thus if IFTPRT = ERUNIT = IPJ3.INT = 6, then 
units 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 94, and 95 may be used. The following data defhition 
@D) card is required for  each unit: 
, 
//FT xx FOOl DD SYSOUT = A, DCB = (RECFM = VBA, 
// LRECL = 137, BLKSIZE = 7265, BUFNO = 1) 
The block size for each data s e t  should be chosen to optimize input/output 
(I/o) time and core requirements based on the amount of printout expected for 
each unit. A DUMMY DD card should be provided for any unit number from 
which printout is not desired, 
7.12.1 Printed Output From the GESS Executive 
Printed output from the GESS Executive consists of a listing of the parameters 
in NARIELIST CONTRL (see Figure 7-1) on FORTRAN unit IFTPRT. The 
-. -- . 
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I F T A B L  = 96 
- . . . . -. . . ... . - .~. 
F O R T R A N  U N I T  I4UHBER F O R  D I S P L A Y  T A B L E S  
I F T U D E  = 23 F O R T R A N  U N I T  NUMdER FOR T H E  G R A P H I C S  D E V I C E  
- - - -- - - - . -  . 
I F T P R T  = 6 FORTRAN U N I T  NUMUEA F O R  THE P R I N T E R  
I R D A R T  2; 0 E Q  I r  R E A D  I &  WASTER NUMUERS 
N E  1. DO N O T  R E I D  I N  MASTER NUMBERS 
I R D X S T  ='  0 EQ 1. R E A D  I N  C I S P L A Y  S T A T U S  F L A G S  
N E  I r  00 NOT R E A D  I N  D I S P L 4 Y  S T A T U S  F L A G S  
I D I R E C  = 0 E Q  01 DO NOT R E A D  I N  D I R E C T O R Y  ARPAYS 
N E  O r  R E A D  I N  D I R E C T O R Y  ARRAYS 
I R D T P D  = 0 E Q  01 00 NOT READ NAMEL I S T / T P D S E T /  
NC O r  R E A D  N A M E L I S T / T P D S E T /  
NUMSUB 3 NUMBER O F  MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS 
NUMCNC = 0 NUVBER C F  CONVERSION AND C O R P E C T I O N  R O U T I N E S  
NUMSCA = 0 hUWBER O F -  S P E C I A L  C A P A B I L I T Y  R O U T I N E S  
KOFFEE I; 0 EQ 0 .  T E R M I N A T E  A F T E R  F I N E  A T T I  TUOE 
€0 I r R E C Y C L E  TO TELEMETRY P R O C E S S I N G  
G S A T I D  = t S * * * * l *  S A T E L L I T E  I D t N T I F I C A T I O N  
GRUtJIO = I * ******  RUN I D E N T I F  I C A T I O N  
I R M O N  = 9 MONTH O F  REFEREhCE D A T E  
I R D A Y  = I C A Y  OF REFERENCE O A T t  
I R Y E A R  I 9 5 7  - YEAR C F  REFERENCE O A T e  
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only other printout from GESS consists of printed copies of character displays; 
see Section 7.14 for examples of these displays. 
In addition, the GESS Executive will generate a core dump on the data set 
SYSPRINT if the MSAD/OABIAS System abends in a graphics mode and the 
GESS Executive is able to intercept the abend. A DUMMY DD card can be 
provided for this data se t  to minimize the time required to recover from an 
abend in the graphic mode. 
7.12.2 Printed Output From OADRIV 
The only printed output from OADRIV consists of a listing of the parameters in 
NAMELIST MAIN on FORTRAN unit 6 (see Figure 7-2). In a nongrapl6c mode, 
this printout is generated following the reading of each new set of NAMELIST 
parameters for NAMELIST MAIN; in a graphic mode this printout is generated 
following each display at which the operator could have changed any parameters 
in NAME LIST MAIN. 
7.12.3 Printed Output From the ODAP Subsystem 
Printed output from ODAP includes all printout described in Reference 20, 
7.12.4 Printed Output From the OASYS Subsystem 
Printed output from OASPS includes all printout described in Reference 8, with 
the exception of the printout from GCONES. 
7.12.5 Printed Output From the OABIAS Subsystem 
The printed output of OABIAS results consists of tables and plots of the state 
vector, other quantities relevant to the recursive estimator, and the statistics, 
The printout is controlled by the NAXIE LIST parameters, ILEVEL, IPRINT, 
IDUhl PL, ERUNIT, INTOUT, and IP LOT(12). The printout generated by 
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7 .12 .5 .1  Input to OABWS Table 
The input to OABIAS is printed on FORTRAN unit number IPRINT. At the 
beginning of each pass through OABLAS, all necessary parameters in BIASN k 
a r e  printed. This printout can be eliminated by setting TLEVEL to zero. 
Figure 7-3 shows the input to OABTAS table generated by the sample problem, 
7.12.5.2 OABIAS Attitude Summary--Heading Definition 
The definition of the column headings of subsequent tables is printed on 
FORTRAN unit number IPRINT when ILEVEL is greater than 0 . Figure 7-4 
shows an example of this table. 
7.12.5.3 Attitude and State Vector Table 
The attitude and state vector table includes the attitude and biases estimated 
a t  each frame and the final estimate of the uncertainties. This table is printed 
on FORTRAN unit number IPRINT when ILEVEL is greater than o r  equal to 
2. The first  and last  pages of this table generated in the sample problem are 
shown in Figure 7-5. Note that the right ascension and declination of the spin , 
axis a r e  printed rather than the state vector components, S and S2 . 
. . 
1 
7.12 .5 .4  Uncertainty Table 
The uncertainty table includes the square root of each diagonal element of the 
covariance matrix, P '(uncertainty), estimated at  each frame. This table is 
printed on FORTRAN unit number PRINT + 4 when ILEVEL is greater &an 
o r  equal to 4. Figure 7-6 shows the uncertainty table generated in the sample 
problem. Note that the uncertainty in the right ascension and declination a r e  
printed rather than those in the state vectbr components, S and S 1 2' 
7 .12 .5 .5  Partial Derivative Table 
The partial derivative table includes tile partial derivatives, G , of the observa- 
tion with respect to each element of the state vector evaluated a t  each frame, 
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This table is  printed on FORTRAN unit number @PRINT +2) when ILEVEL is 
greater than o r  equal to 6. Figure 7-7 shows the partial derivative table 
generated in the sample problem. 
7.12.5.6 Recursive Estimator Gain Table 
The recursive estimator gain table includes the elements of the gain vector, K , 
for each element of the state vector estimated at  each frame. This table is 
printed on FORTRAN unit number (PRINT +1) when ILEVEL is greater than 
or  equal to 8. Figure 7-8 shows the recursive estimator gain table generated 
in the sample problem. 
7.12.5.7 Attitude, Observable, and Vector Table 
The attitude, observable, and vector table consists of the attitude, the residual, 
the inverse of the weight, the observation, the computed observation, and the 
three components of the Sun and position vector at each frame. This table is 
printed on FORTRAN unit number (IPRINT +3) when ILEVEL is  greater than 
or  equal to 10. Figure 7-9 shows the attitude, observation, and vector table 
generated in the sample problem. 
7.12.5.8 Residual Table 
The residual table includes the mean residual and the standard deviation of the 
residuals computed at each frame. This table is  printed on FORTRAN unit 
. . 
number (IPRINT +5) when ILEVEL is greater than or equal to 12. The first  
and last page of the residual table generated in the sample problem are 
shown in Figure 7-10. 
7.12.5.9 Error  Messages 
The er ror  messages a re  printed on FORTRAN unit number ERUNIT when 
IDUhIPL is greater than o r  equal to 4. Some of the messages generated in the 
sample problem a r e  shown in Figure 7-11. See Section 7.16.4 for a detailed 
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7.12.5.10 Error  Summary Count Table 
The e r r o r  summary count table contains the number of e r ro r s  that occurred in 
each subroutine during the pass. This table is printed on FORTRAN unit  
number ERUNIT. If IDUMPL is se t  to zero, only this table is  printed and the 
e r ro r  nlessages shown in Figure 7-11 a re  not printed. Figure 7-12 shows the 
e r ro r  summary count tabIe generated in the sample problem. See Sec- 
tion 7.16.4 for a description of the e r r o r  messages corresponding to the loca- 
tions in the e r ro r  summary count table. 
7.12.5.11 State .Vector Plot 
Each element of the state vector is plotted on FORTRAN unit number IPRINT 
if IPLOT for the corresponding element is  1 o r  3 . As examples, F i e r e s  7-13 
and 7-14 show the plots of the right ascension and declination of the spin =is 
generated in the sample problem. 
7.12.5.12 Uncertainty Plot 
The square root of each diagonal element of the covariance matrix (uncertainty) 
i s  plotted on FORTRAN unit number IPRINT if IPLOT for the corresponding 
element is  2 o r  3 . As examples, the uncertainty plots for  the right ascen- 
sion and declination of the spin axis generated in the sample problem a r e  
shown in Figures 7-15 and 7-16, respectively. 
7.12.5.13 Residual Plot 
The residual for each model is  plotted on FORTRAN unit number IPRINT if 
RESMOD for the corresponding model is  . TRUE. . 
As esamples, the residual plots for the Sun angle model and single horizon di-  
hedral angle model a r e  shown in Figures 7-17 and 7-18, respectively. Tkhe 
mean residual and standnrd deviation at  the end of the block a r e  also shown in 
these plots. 
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7.13 CALCORIIP PLOT TAPE 
The GESS Executive can be used to generate a CalComp plot tape of the GESS 
plot displays. If CalComp plots a re  desired, a DD card must be included for 
the tape. See Section 7.18 for a description of the DD card. 
Following termination of the job, the tape must be taken to the Ca1Com.p ploaer 
in the basement of Building 1 (GSFC). The user  should specify plain white pa- 
per, 12 inches wide, for the plots. The mmber of CalComp files on the tape 
should be specified a s  999. CalComp plotting time will  be approximately 5 min-- 
utes per plot. A maximum of about 200 plots will fit on 1 reel of tape, 
7.14 GESS DISPLAYS 
This subsection describes each GESS display and provides a hard-copy example, 
For each control parameter display (e. g., NAMELIST display), the hard-espy 
example is annotated with the variable name associated with each parameter, 
unless the descriptor line on the display already includes the variable mme, 
Note that certain integer control flags a r e  displayed as  alphanumeric fields 
rather than integers (e. g., the parameter IOBLAT is displayed as  YES o r  NO 
rather than 1 and 0). In each case where this occurs, the descriptor line 
on the display lists all possible alphanumeric keys which a r e  valid. The bard- 
copy is annotated with the corresponding parameter valuks in the same order, 
The displays a r e  described in the order in which they normally appear, TMs 
order should be noted so  that the operator can move efficiently forward o r  
backward to the desired display in a graphic mode. 
7.14.1 Display Status Flags and Key .4ssignments 
Figure 7-19 shows the display status flags and key assignments display gen- 
erated from the GESS Executive. The user  may alter the status of any control 
point from this display, as  described in Reference 13. The key assignments, 
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BEY DRAFT . 
shown on t l ~ e  second page of this display, a r e  fo r  information only. The user 
may move asynchronously to this display a t  any time by depressing key 30, 
7.14.2 Array Allocntion Sizes 
Figure 7-20 shows the a r r a y  allocation s i zes  display. The  u s e r  may ehmge 
a r r a y  allocation s i zes  from this display. The values of 200 for  0ABIA.S "Data 
Recordsff may be  decreased,  if desired, to save core  but should not be in- 
creased to more  than 200. The value of 300 fo r  "Input Data RecordsTv may be 
increased to allow additional input data records  fo r  data select ion purposes, 
Approximately 1300 input data records  is the maximum that can b e  displayed 
by the 2250 display device. The value of 20 fo r  RAE-B ''Header Reco~rds?~  may 
be increased, if desired, to allow saving m o r e  than 20 header  records,  The 
u s e r  may re turn  to  this display a t  any t ime by depressing key 0. The other 
a r r a y  s izes  should not b e  changed by the operator. 
7.14.3 Main Control Display 
Figure 7-21 shows the main  control display generated from OADRIV, This 
display contains the parameter  ISIM from NAMELIST MAIN described in 
Section 7.3.4. 
The u s e r  may re turn  to this display at any t ime by depressing key 1. 
7.14.4 Options f o r  Copying AE Data Set 
Figure 7-22 shows the display of options fo r  copying the AE data set to the 
OABIAS data s e t  format. This  display includes parameters  f rom NAlulEkIST 
MAIN, described in Section 7.3.4. 
7.14.5 Simulator 0pt;ions Displnv 
Figure 7-23 sho~vs  the simulator options display. This display contabis sirnula- 
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Simulator Options 
MINARY DRAFT 
NAB1 ELIST LIST Display 
Figure 7-24 shows the display of parameters in NAMELIST LIST. See See- 
tion 7.3.5 for a description of these parameters. 
7.14.7 Options for Reading Data 
Figure 7-25 shows the display of options for  reading the OABIAS data set, 
This display includes parameters from NAhlELIST MAIN, described in See- 
tion 7.3.4. 
7.14.8 Header Record Displays 
Figure 7-26 shows the three displays which contain data from the OABIAS 
header records. For a description of the data on the header records, see 
Section 7.4. 
7.14. I) Datn Record Display 
Figure 7-27(1) shows the OABIAS data records display. The data on Wais dis-  










Record number on data set 
Frame number, the index in the internal 
arrays  (1-200) 
A four-character flag: 
= I, inversion case (out-triggering 
occurred before in-triggering) 
= Blank, normal case , 
= X, inversion flag invalid (not 0 o r  1) 
= 1-8, configuration flag 
= S, configuration flag invalid (not 1-8) 
= E, XI, S, U, central body flag 
= H, T, U, terminator/horizon flag 
?;IINARY DRAFT 




Data rejection flag (set automatically by 
OADFUV, and may be changed by operator): 
- '. I ,  valid frame 
f '. I, flagged frame 
The following character is used by OADRIV 
for flagging data: 
= X, configuration flag invalid (not 1-8 or 
central body flag invalid (not E, M, S, 
o r  U)  
Following the data records display a r e  six sets  of plots of the data. Each set 
consists of a plot of data versus time followed by a plot of data versus f r a e  
number. The data plotted a re  the same a s  those tabulated in the data records 
display. Points may be flagged from the plots by use of the GESS FLAGPT 
options. 
The light pen is used to touch the FLAGPT option, each point to be Rqged, 
and the END option. The six plot displays are a s  follows: 
B 
1. Sun angle (degrees) 
2, Spin rate (degrees per  second) 
3. Rotation angle, Earth-in (degrees) and Earth-out (d6grees) 
4. Earth-in (degrees) 
5. Earth-out (degrees) . 
6. Earth width (degrees) = Earth-out minus Earth-in 
Figure 7-27(2) shows the plot of rotation angles versus time. The other plots 
are similar. 
7.14.10 Data Selection Options for OASYS 
Figure 7-28 shows the display of data s e l ~ c t i o n  options for OASYS. These 
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P R E L i i g i  IiJARY DRAFT 
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* * ** 
+ Ii RDOPTS U P T I  ONS FOR R E A D I N G  D A T A  + 4 
* * * * 
+ * F I R S T  RECORD NUMBER 1 *+ 
+8 L A S T  RECORO NUMBER 99999 k t 
+ * A D D I N G  O P T I O N  (HEPLACE*AODeCOMPRESS)  R E P L A C E  + + 
* C S A V E  RECORDS ( D A T A ~ H E A D E R * B O T H )  BOTH *+ 
+ + I S K I P *  R E A D  EVERY I - T H  RECORD 1 + (I 
+ + C O M B I N E D  ROT AT I O N  ANGLE P L O T ( Y E S e N 0 b  YES I P L O T < ~ , ~ )  L + 
* + PRESERVE EPHEM VECTORS PASSED + I 
* + W I T H  O A T A ( Y E S e N 0 )  NO IEFMFG(1,O) t * 
* * * * 
+ a CENTRAL BODY S E L E C T I O N  -- t * 
* * * * 
+ * SELECT EARTH ( Y E S S N O )  YES + * 
* * S E L E C T  MOON (YESINO) YES * 8 
* a SELECT SUN (YESINO) NO * + 
* * SELECT U N I D E N T  1 F  I E D  ( Y E S e N O )  YES *+ 
* * * * 
9 * SENSOR C O N F I G U R A T I O N  S E L E C T I O N  -- * + 
I * SUN A N G L E  / S U N  TRIGGER / H O R I Z O N  k * 
* * * * 
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* * I / P A S Z / P A S E  ( K C N F L G x 4 )  < YESeNO)  YES ** 
* * 2 / S A S / P A S L  ( K C N F L G Z S )  (YESINO) YES * * 
t * 2 / S A S / P A S 2  ( K C N F L G Z 6 )  ( YESeNO)  Y E S  * + 
C + 2 / P A S I / P A S L  ( K C N F L G = T )  (YESmNO) Y E S  + + 
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Figure 9-26, Header Record Displays (1 of 3) 
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Figure 7-26, %leader Record Displays (3 of 3) 
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Figure 7-28. Data Selection Options for OASYS 
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7.14.11 NAkIE LIST OPhtAN1 Displal 
Figure 7-29 (1 and 2) shows the NAMELIST OPMANl display- These param- 
eters a r e  described in Section 7.3.6. Figure 7-29(3) shows the source of t h e  
orbit to be used for processing (ephemeris tape, GTDS file, o r  orbit generator) 
and the orbital elements from either the header record of ephemeris tapes or 
GTDS files or the input parameters to the orbit generator. 
7.14.12 OASYS Block Average Display 
Figure 7-30 shows the display of block average results from OASYS. These 
values a r e  stored in COMMON AVRAGE. 
7.14.13 OASYS Plots of Single Frame Results 
There a r e  seven plot displays of the single frame results from OASYS. Each 
plot includes up to four curves, corresponding to the four different a t ~ m d e  
computation methods in OASYS. If the GESS IDENTIFY option is used (see 
Reference 13), a number will appear on each curve to identify i t  as folllows: 
= 1, single horizon method, in 
= 2, single horizon method, out 
= 3, double horizon width method 
= 4, double horizon dihedral method 
The seven plots a r e  as follows: 
1. Alpha, including rejected points--This plot shows right aseeezsion 
alpha, versus frame number, plotting the selected attitude from 
each ambiguous pair and including attitudes rejected in block aver- 
aging. 
2. Alpha, omitting rejected points--This plot i s  the same as plot 1, 
but attitudes rejected in the block average a re  omitted. 
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Figure 7-29. NAhIELIST OPhIXX1 (I of 3) 
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Figure 7-29. NAMELIST OPMANl (2 of 3) 
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Figure 7-30. OASYS Block Average Results (2 of 2) 
NARY DRAFT 
3. Delta, including rejected points--This plot i s  the same a s  plot B 
but is for declination. 
4. Delta, omitting rejected points--This plot is the same a s  plot 2 
but is for declination. 
5. Arc length uncertainty--This plot shows a r c  length uncertainty in  
attitude versus frame number. Points for  which the uncertain@ is 
undefined a r e  omitted, but points rejected on the block average are 
included. 
6. Nadir angle plot--This plot shows nadir angle versus frame num- 
ber,  including points rejected in the block average. 
7. Dihedral angle plot--This plot is the same a s  plot 6 but is for di- 
hedral angles. 
Figure 7-31 shows an example of plot 1. The other plots a r e  similar, 
7.14.14 NAMELIST BIASNL Display 
Figure 7-32 shows the NAMELIST BIASNL display. These parameters a r e  
described in Section 7.3.7. 
7.14.15 Final Results From OABIAS 
Figure 7-33 shows the display of final results from OABIAS. These param- 
e te rs  a r e  stored in  COMMON TABCOM. 
7.14.16 Table of E r ro r s  From OABIAS 
Figure 7-34 shows the display of e r r o r s  from the OABIAS Subsystem, The 
e r ro r s  a r e  described in Table 7-1, Section 7.16.4. 
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Figure 7-32. NAMELIST BIASNL (1 of 3) 
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Figure 7-33. Final Results From BABIM (2 sE 2) 
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Figure 7-34, '%able of  Errors From OABfAS 
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7.14.17 Table of Correlation Coefficients from OABIAS 
Figure 7-35 shows the display of correlation coefficients from the OABUS 
Subsystem. Each value in the table i s  computed a s  follows: 
1 
*-. 13 =J P.. i.. 
11 33 
where P is the final covariance matrix. Since the matrix is symmetric, the 
lower diagonal portion is filled with zeroes on the display. 
7.14.18 State Component Plots From OABIAS 
Figure 7-36 shows one example of a state component plot. The state compo- 
nent right ascension is plotted versus frame number. . 
7.14.19 Plots of Uncertain ties in State Comp~nents 
-- 
Figure 7-37 shows one example of a plot of the uncertainty on the state csmps-  
nents. The uncertainty in right ascension i s  plotted versus frame number. 
7.14.20 Residual Plots From OABTAS 
Figure 7-38 sho~vs one es:lmplc of a residual  plot. The residuals fro111 the Sun 
angle model a r e  plotted versus frame number. 
7.14.21 Optio~zs for Dntn Prediction 
Figure 7-39 shows the display of options for d a h  prediction. These param- 
eters  appear in NAME LIST MAIN and a r e  described in Section 7.3.4. 
Plot of Predicted and Observed Rotation AngIes 
Figure 7-40 is an example of the plot of predicted and observed roht ioa aq les  
versus time. The X-axis is in units of minutes from the s t a r t  time af the pre- 
diction. The plot shows dihedral angles from the Sun to Earth-in and the Sun 
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Figure 7-39. Options for Data Prediction (1 of 3) 
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to Earth-out. The observed rotation angles appear a s  points. The predicted 
rotation angles appear a s  lines. There a re  up to four segments for each pse- 
dicted plot: f irst  horizon, first  terminator, second terminator, and second 
horizon. There a re  up to three predicted plots, corresponding to the three sets 
of inputs in the plot option table shown in Section 7.14.21. The three predicted 
plots a re  identified by the numbers 1, 2, and 3 when the GESS IDENTIFY i s  
used to identify the curves. Numbers 1 and 5 in the identify option referred to 
observed Earth-in data and Earth-out data, respectively. The plot of predicted 
and obsenred rotation angles versus frame number is identical to the plot in 
Figure 7-40 except that the X-axis is frame number, The frame number plot 
is only available if ITIME = 0 (see Section 7.14,21). 
7.14.23 Plot of Predicted and Observed Earth Widths 
Figure 7-41 i s  an example of the plot of predicted and observed earth widths 
versus frame number. The three predicted plots and the observed plot eorre- 
spond to the same data a s  the rotation angle plots (see Section 7.14.22), The 
Earth width equals the Earth-out dihedral angle minus the Earth-in dihedral 
angle, The plot of predicted and obsenred Earth width versus time is identicd 
to the frame number plot, except that the X-axis is measured in minutes from 
the start  time of the prediction. 
7.14.24 Core Storage and Time Remaining Display 
Figure 7-42 shows an example of the core storage and time remaining dis- 
play. This display is generated whenever the operator enters the command 
fCORTIR.I1 into the WHAT NOW field of any display. The display indicates the 
amount of free core s t o r q e  within the user's region, the extent of core frng- 
mentation, and the computer process- unit (CPU) and I/O time remaid% in 
the job. 
. . . -. , . . 
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7.15 CONTROL WITH INTERACTIVE G ILIPIIICS 
This subsection describes the ways in which the operator can modify p r o g r m  
flow in n graphic mode. The reader is assumed to have a kno~vledge of eX~e gen- 
eral  capabilities of GESS graphics systems (see Reference 13, pages 6-14 ff-), 
7.15.1 Programmed Function Iieys 
The ~\ISAD/OABI~~S System uses 20 programmed function keys, in addition to 
keys 0, 30, 'and 31 which a re  normally provided in any MSAD system. The 
functions of these keys a r e  listed below: 
Key F'unc tion 
Causes move to array allocation sizes display. 
Allows the operator to change array allocation 
sizes. Always a backward move to the beginn- 
of the system 
Causes move to main control display in OADRIV 
Causes move to tabular display of input data 
Causes move to plot of Sun angle data versus time 6 
Causes move to plot of spin period data versus 
time 
6 
Causes more  to plot of rotation angle data versus 
time. (XOTE: If IPLOT = 1 in the data reading 
options display, then key 7 will cause a move to 
the Earth-in data versus time plot. See Sec- 
tion 7.3.4. ) 
Causes move to plot of Earth width data versus 
time 
Causes move to display of options for  selecting 
data for OASYS 
Causes move to NAMELIST OPBlAN1 display in 
the OXSYS Subsystem 
Causes move to character dispky of block aver- 
age results from OXSYS 
MARY DRAFT 
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Key Function - 
Causes move to plot of alpha (including rejected 
points) from OASYS 
13 Causes move to plot of delta (including rejected 
points) from OASYS 
Causes move to plot of a r c  len,@h uncertainties 
from OASYS 
15 Causes move to plot of nadir angles from OASYS 
Causes move to NAMELIST BIASNL display in tbe 
OABIAS Subsystem 
C'mses move to character display of final results 
from OABIAS 
Causes move to plot display of f i rs t  state corn~po- 
nent in OABIAS 
Causes move to plot display of uncertainty in first  
state component in OABIAS 
Causes move to plot display of residuals from. 
f i r s t  model in OABIAS 
Causes move to display of options for  data pre- 
diction in PLOTOC Subsystem (NAME LIST iLIAm) 
Causes move to plot of predicted and observed 
rotation angles versus time 
2 4 C a ~ ~ s e s  more  to plot of predicted and observed 
Earth-widths versus time 
Causes move to GESS XSTOPS display used to 
control graphics displays and check key assign- 
ments 
Causes move to GESS PRINT; prints lineprinter 
plot of character displays and CalComp plot of 
plot displays 
NOTE: Once tile OABIAS Subsystem has been entered, the operator can leave 
this subsystem only by making a bacl\ward move (usually either key P 
o r  key 10). In a graphic mode, the OXBLAS Subsystem i s  in an Minite 
loop, always returning to the NARlELIST BIASNL display to accept 
new parameters for  reprocessing. 
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The programmed function keys a r e  assigned for convenient use with the 
2250 graphic display device. The four long rows on the key console corre- 
spond to the four major subsystems of OABIAS--OADRIV, OASYS, OABZAS, 
and PLOTOC. The keys a re  normally used a s  follows: if the operator desired 
to return to the main control display in OADRIV from any point in the system, 
(e.g., to read new data o r  terminate), key 1 is depressed. Within OADRIV 
the first  long row is used to move rapidly back and forth to examine data 
tables and displays, flag data, and select data for further processing. W i W  
the first long row, key 4 shows the tabular data display, keys 5 through 8 show 
plots of the input data, and key 8 shows the options for adding noise or  biases 
to the data and selecting data for further processing. The second long row 
controls OASYS processing and result displays. The first  key in the row shows 
the OASYS processing parameters. The second key is depressed to obkain the 
tabular results of the OASYS processing. The remainder of the keys a re  used 
to move quickly back and forth among the plots of OASYS results. The third 
row is the OABIAS Subsystem and is similar in structure to the second row, 
The first  two keys a r e  processing parameters and final results table, respec- 
tively. The next three keys show plots of OABIAS results. The fourth long 
row controls the PLOTOC Subsystem. The f i rs t  key of the row'shows the op- 
tions for data prediction. The next two keys show the predicted and obsesved 
rotation and Earth-width plots. Fimlly the last  two keys on the consale 
bring up the SSTOPS display and provide the PRXNT option,, 
See Section 2.4 for a detailed example of controlling system flow in a graphic 
mode. 
7.15.2 Asynchronous Calls 
The following control point names may be used for asynchronous calls. For an 
asynchronous call, the control point name is entered into the WHAT NOW field 
of any display; the specified control point is then invoked. Following execution 
- - 
- 
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of the actions specified at that control point, control returns to the display 
from which the asynchronous call was made. 









Generate displays of OABLAS header 
records (three .displays) 
Generate tabular display of OABIAS 
telemetry data 
Generate plot display of Sun angle versus 
time and versus frame number 
Generate plot display of spin rate versus 
time and versus frame number 
Generate plot display of rotation angles 
versus time and versus frame number 
Generate plot display of Earth width 
versus time and versus frame number 
Generate core storage and time remain- 
ing display 
Control point HEADER would be invoked asynchronously only if the operator 
desired to look a t  the header record information. Control points DATDIS, 
BETA, OMEGA, ROANGL, and EWIDTH could be invoked asynchronousPy to 
4 
allow the operator to examine the data or  to change the rejection flags, The 
rejection flags from the data display a re  re-examined each time processing 
is performed in OASYS o r  OABIAS, and the rejection status of the data is 
modified appropriately. 
Control point CORTIM can be invoked whenever the operator wishes to examine 
core fragmentation o r  the amount of CPU o r  I/O time remaining in the job, 
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7.16 ERROR MESSAGES 
7.16.1 Messages Displayed in a Graphic ><ode 
Two types of e r r o r  messages appear in a graphic mode: ADDhlSG messages 
appear on a single line a t  the bottom of the display; MESAGE messages appear 
on a separate display. For messages not listed below, see Reference 13. 
ADDMSG Messages a r e  a s  follows: 
Mess age Description 
~ 7 0 0  REQUESTED m~- The requested block(s) from the 
TERVAL COPIED. AE data set  have been copied to 
NORMAL COMPLETION the OABIAS data set. At least one 
OF AECOPY frame was copied 
User response: None 
U701 END OF FILE ON \ An end-of-file was encountered on the 
AE DATA SET. NORMAL AE data set before the end of the re- 
COMPLLTION OF AECOPY quested interval was encountered. At 
least one frame was copied. 
User response: None 
U702 END OF FILE ON An end-of-file was encountered on 
AE DATA SET. RE- the AE data se t  before the beginning 
QUESTED INTERVAL NOT of the specified interval was Iound 
FOUND No records were copied 
User response: Specify a valid interval, 
o r  an interval beginning with blocli 1 
U703 NO RECORDS ON An end-of -file was encountered 
AE DATA SET while attempting to read the f i rs t  
bloclr. from the AE data set. The 
AE data set is empty. No records 
were copied 
User response: Obtain a valid 
data set  
U801 END OF FILE OR An end-of-file o r  I/O e r r o r  was 
I/O ERROR. NAMELIST encountered while reading 
/BLASNL/ NAME LIST BIASNL in INITIL. 
See description of U920, below 
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Message Description 
U901 END OF FILE ON An end-of-file was encountered on 
OABIAS DATA SET the OABIAS data set  before reading 
of the requested interval was corn- 
pleted 
User response: None 
U902 ARRAYS FILLED Either the header record arrays 
o r  the data record arrays  were 
filled before readi%w of the re- 
quested interv'd was completed 
User response: None 
U903 INVALID DATA The data interval specified by 
INTERVAL SELECTED IRECl and IREC2 in NAMELIST 
MAIN (for a read request) o r  
NFRAMl and NFRAM2 in NAME LIST 
MAIN (for a processing request) i s  
invalid 
For a read request: 
. - 
IRECl> lREC2 o r  
IRECIS 0 
. . 
For specifying data to be passed 
to OASYS: 
NFRAMlC 1 o r  
NFRAMl> NFRAM2 o r  ' 
NFRAM;! > the number of frames 
of data currently in core 
NFRAM2 - NFRAMl >200 
User response: Correct the invalid 
parameter, and repeat the request 
U904 NO DATA REC- 
ORDS IN CORE 
Following processing of the read 
request, these are still  no data 
records in core because the user  
requested reading of header ree- 
ords only, o r  the specified data in- 
terval is not on the data se t  
User response: Read some data. 
records into core by specifying the 




U905 ERROR RETURN ssx Subroutine ODAP returned before corn- 
FROM ODAP pleting sim~ilat ion of the requested 
block, probably because invalid pa- 
r amete r s  were input to NA3lELIST 
LIST. See the description of 
e r r o r  code LYX in Section 7.16.2 
U906 START TIME = 
~ . x x x X x X  
User response: Repeat the sirnula- 
tion request,  and specify valid pa- 
r a m e t e r s  in  NAMELIST LIST 
This message  always appears on plot 
displays of data versus time. START 
TIME is the time of the f i r s t  unflagged 
f rame of data (expressed a s  
YYMMDD. HHRIMSS) and is the zero 
point fo r  the X-axis coordinate 
User  response: None 
U907 FIRST FRAME NO. An incorrec t  interval fo r  passing data 
TO BE PROCESSED to  OASYS has been requested. If 
MUST BE 1 IF EPHEM ephemeris  vectors  a r e  to  be saved with 
VECTORS SAVED the data, the data interval passed to 
OASYS must  Ise 1 to N. 
1 s N s 200 
User  response: Set NFRAM1 = I on 
"Select Data for  OASYSfl display o r  
IEFMFG = 0 on "Options for  Rea&ng 
Datau display 
U008 TO SAVE EPHEM A n  attempt was made to  save the 
VECTORS SET INPUT ephemeris vectors  passed with the 
DATA RECORDS MASTER data with an invalid "Input Data Ree- 
NO. . LE. 200 ords t l  m a s t e r  number 
User  response: Set IEFRTFG = 0 in 
"Options f o r  Reading Data1' tlisplay o r  
re turn  to a r r a y  allocation s i zes  dis- 
play (key 0) and set "Input Data Rec- 
ords" m a s t e r  number to 200 o r  l e s s  
U909 EPMEI',I VECTORS An attempt was made t o  use  the 
NOT PRESERVED ephemeris  information on the OABUS 





User response: Set IEPI-IEM = 0 
on "Select Data for OASYS" display 
o r  re-read data with IEITIL~G = 1, 
(NOTE: See restrictions on pre- 
serving ephemeris vectors in e r ro r  
messages U907 and U90S) 
U920 END OF FILE 
NAME LIST/LIST/ 
U930 END OF FILE 
NAME LIST/OPMANI/ 
U947 ERROR 
RETURN xxx FROM 
EPHEMG 
An end-of-file was encountered while 
reading NAMELIST LIST in ODlAPIN, 
The NAMELIST cards a re  probably 
missing o r  in the wrong order 
User response: Supply the necessary 
NAMELIST parameters via the display 
Ah end-of-file was encountered while 
reading NAMELIST OPMAN1 in 
OPINIT. See description of U920, above 
Subroutine EPHEMG returned a er ror  
code while attempting to access 
ephemeris data for the plot of pre- 
dic ted and observed rotation angles, 
The e r r o r  codes from EPHEMG are  
as follows: 
= 0, normal return 
= 1, time before start of ,tape (DTAPRE) 
= 2, time after end of tape (DTAPRE) 
= 3, 1/0 error  on tape (DTAPRE) 
= 4, interpolation er ror  (DTAPRE) 
= 5, too many tapes (DTAPRE) 
= 6, time before start of tape (1CWPLT) 
= 7, time after end of tape (RJPLT) 
= 8, requested body not on file (SUNRD) 
= 9, 1/0 er ro r  (SUPTRD) 
= 10, orbit level not found (GETmR) 
= 11, 1/0 error  reading header (GETXDR) 
= 12, time not on file (GETVCT) 
= 13, 1/0 er ro r  reading data record 
(GETVCT) 
= 14, input code i s  im-alid (ISUN, ISPC, 
o r  InIOON, in cOMMON/ORBIT$/~ 
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Message Description 
= 15, central body flag returned by 
GETIlDR is not 1 or  2 
= 16, exceeded maximum iterations in 
solution of Keplerfs equation 
(ORBGEN) 
User response: Depress key 2 to return 
to the NAMELIST OPMANl display 




The ephemeris data places the spaee- 
craft within the central body 
User response: Correct the ephemeris 
options on the NAMELIST OPMANL 
display o r  correct the effective cen- 
tral body radius on the display of 
options for dzta prediction 
U949 TO = XXXKXX,XXXXXX This message always appears on the 
STDU = XaASXX, X . m ,  plot of predicted and observed rotation . 
X. XXX. RESD = X.XXX, angles vwsus time. TO is the start 
X.rLT=M, X,XTXX time of the prediction in the form 
YYMMDD. HI-IMMSS. STDV and RESD 
a re  the standard deviation and mean 
residual, respectively, of the predicted 
rotation angles minus the observed 
rotation angles. The three values are 
for plots 1, 2, and 3, respectively 
User responsef None 





AT X E T H  ELEMENT 
An attempt was made to obtain plots 
with different X-axis coordinates, such 
as  plotting a t  data. times combined with 
equal time increment plotting 
User response: Regenerate all  plots 
by setting ISTATE to 4 o r  less for 
each plot 
Two plots have different X-coordinate 
elements for  the XXXth point 
User response: Check source of X- 
array for probable e r r o r  
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Message 
U952 TO = XXXSXrX.X7C=\7\'XX 
STDV = 5. XXX, X.XXS, 
X.XIX'S, RESD = X.XXX, 
X.XXX, X.X=\X 
U953 ILLEGAL USE 




This message alwnys appears an plot 
of predicted and observed Earth width 
versus  time. Same interpretation as 
U949 above with Earth width  substituted 
for  rotation angle 
User response: None 
An invalid use  state was requested fo r  
plot X. The use state has been ehmged 
to reflect the current  contents of that 
plot a r r a y  
User response: Proceed 
MESAGE MESSAGES: 
END OF FILE 




ODD POSITION ON DATA 
SET 
ODD NUMBER OF 
RECORDS ON DATA SET 
An end of file was encountered wl~i le  
reading NAMELIST MAIN in  OADRIV. 
The NAMELlST ca rds  for M.AIN are 
probably missing 
User re,cponse: Continue. Supply the? 
necessary  parameters via the display, 
All other NAMELISTS in the deck wil l  
have been skipped over  also 
The operator has requested termi-  
nation of the job 
User response: If termination is 
desired, continue. If termination 
is not desired, depress key 1 
A header record was encountered 
on the OABIAS data s e t  as the see- 
ond record of a pa i r  of records 
User response: Continue. The 
first record in the p a i r  will be 
ignored. Correct the program 
which operated the OABIM data 
se t  to generate a valid. data se t  
An end-of-file was encountered 
while attempting to read the second 








ARRAYS NOT ALLOCATED 
FOR AE COPY 
OABIAS 









User  response: Continue. Correct  
the program which generated the 
OABIAS d a b  s e t  to generate a 
valid data set 
The parameter  NSAMP on the 
OABIAS data s e t  i s  0 
User response: Same a s  for pre- 
vious message 
The f i rs t  record on the OABIAS 
data s e t  i s  not a header record 
User response: Correct  proc- 
essing of data records i s  not possi- 
ble unless the header record is 
available. Correct the program 
which generated the OABIAS data 
set to c rea te  a valid data se t  
One o r  inore of the a r rays  passed 
to AECOPY has not been allo- 
cated by the GESS Executive (i, e. , 
the a r r a y  allocation s i ze  is zero). 
Return to the a r r a y  allocation 
s izes  display via key 0 arid cor rec t  
the a r r a y  allocation s i zes  
Copying of the AE data s e t  is pro- 
ceeding. The XXth block has been 
processed 
User  response: None 
Reading of the data into core  is pro- 
ceeding 
User  response: None 
Processing of the data by OASYS 
is proceeding 
User  response: None 
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XX FRAbTES PROCESSED 
XXS. XX UNCERTAIETY 
IN ALPHA = my. XX DEG. 
UNCEZETAINTY IN DELTA = 
XXX. XX DEG 
OABIAS 
DATA PREDICTION IN 
PROGRESS PLOT NO. X 
Description 
OABIAS processing is proceeding. 
After = frames of data have been 
processed, thc uncertainties in 
right ascension and declination 
a r e  a s  given 
User response: None 
PLOTOC data prediction i s  proceed- 
ing, Plot number X has been 
generated 
User response: None 
7.16.2 Printed Rlessa%es From the ODAP Subsystem 
All e r r o r  messages a r e  written on FORTRAN unit number 6, a s  shown in 







A number corresponding to the frame 
number which appears in the detailed 
printout. With this number, a user 
can determine at what time in the  
simulation the e r ro r  occurred. Lf the 
frame number = 0, then the e r r o r  
occurred in the initialization phase of 
the program 
A number identifying the e r r o r  type 
Either EARTH, RIOON, or  blanks, E 
this e r r o r  occurred while processislg 
for a particular central body, then the 
central body is indicated. If t h i s  
column i s  blank, it does not apply 
A message describing the e r r o r  
The following is  a list of all e r ro r  messages produced by the program, Those 




PREklFAlRRRY DRAFT . 
appropriate fL.wp is taken, and execution of the problem continues. Those 
messages with an  e r r o r  code greater  tllan o r  equal to 100 resul t  in termit~atiora 
of the simulation, with the additional message: 
EXECUTION OF THIS PROBLEM TERMINATED DUE TO SEVERE 
ERROR 
Control then returns to OADRIV, and message U905 is displayed. (See Sec- 
tion 7.16.1, above. ) 








MAX ITERATIONS IN 
TERMIN--DELPHI 
TOO ShMLL 
POINT DOES NOT LIE 
ON CENTRAL BODY-- 
TE RAIIN 
The CONES routine indicates that 
the sensor scan does not intersect 
the central  body, although a pre- 
vious computation indicated that the 
scan should intersect the central 
body. This e r r o r  may occasionally 
result  due to truncation e r r o r  with 
REAL*4 arithmetic 
User response: None 
The spin axis is parallel to the 
sun vector  o r  the sensor mount- 
ing angle is z e r o  or#  180 degrees, 
s o  rotation angles cannot be 
cornpu ted. 
User  response: None 
The terminator search exceeded 
1000 steps. This e r r o r  carnot 
occur if the default value of 
DELPHI is used 
User  response: Increase DELPHI 
In the search f o r  a terminator 
crossing, a point in the seaD failed 
to lie on the central  body, although 
a previous conlputation indicated 
that all points in  this segment of 
the scan should lie on the cen&rel 
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Error  
Code Message 




body. This e r r o r  will occur oc- 
casionally due to the inaccuracy 
of REAL*4 arithmetic 
User response: None 
The half-interval search for a 
terminator crossing exceeded 
30 steps. This cannot occur if 
the default value of PIIITQL is 
used 
User response: Increase PHITOL 
POINT DOES NOT LIE See Er ror  Code 4 
ON CENTRAL BODY-- 
SEARCH 
ORDER OF CROSSINGS 
UNDEFINED 
INVALID INPUT TO 
SUBROUTINE xxxxxx 
INVALID INPUT TO 
SUBROUTINE xxxmx 
The vector to the horizon c r o s s h g  
point js parallel to the nadir vector 
o r  the spin axis; the order of the 
horizon crosssings cannot be de- 
termined 
User response: None 
xxxmx will be the name of one of 
the uncertainty routines, UNC ERT , 
UNCDBL, o r  UNCDH. No solution 
was obta@ed for attitude, using the 
unbiased simulated data. This will 
occasionally result due to t m e a -  
tion e r r o r  with REAL*4 aritlrrnaetie 
User response: None 
~uxxxxx will be the name of one of 
the uncertainty routines UNCE RT 
o r  UNCDBL. The spacecraft po- 
sition obtained from EPIIEhIG is 
within the central body 
User response: Correct the carbit 
information being used by EPHE XIG 
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Er ro r  
Code Message 
31-46 INVALID INPUT TO 
' SUBROUTINE ~~ 
EOF ON ATTITUDE 
TAPE--NORMAL 
TERMINATION 
EXCEEDED MAX ITER- 
ATIONS IN ODAP 
101-116 ERROR m~ EPHEM 
ROUTINE 
STOP TIME COMES 





EOF ON ATTITUDE 
TAPE WIIILE READING 
HEADER RECORD 
Meaning 
- will be tlle name of one of 
the uncertainty routines, UNC ERT, 
UNCDBL, o r  UNCDH. An e r r o r  
return was encountered from. 
EPI-JEMG, with e r r o r  code 1-16, 
respectively. See description of 
EPIIEMG 
An end-of-file was encountered 
while attempting to read a data 
record on the attitude tape 
User response: None 
The maximum number of iteratiom 
specified by the user to be used in 
the iterative process to correct  for 
orbital motion has been exceeded 
User response: None 
Er ro r  return 1-16 respectively 
from subroutine EPHEMG, 
See description of EPNEMG 
The specified value of TF is earlier 
than the specified value of TO, 
(NAMELIST LIST) ' 
User response: Do not specify TF 
The spacecraft coordinates place i t  
within the Emth  
User response: Correct the orbib1 
elements o r  orbit  tape 
See Er ror  Code 150 
An end-of-file occurs wikhia the 
header record, o r  there is an il- 
legal, missing, o r  DUR'IMU Dl3 
card for the attitude tape 
User response: Check tlae attitxde 
tape DD card 
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2 10 ATTITUDE TAPE DOES 
' NOT COVER ANY OF 
THE DESIRED TIME 
INTERVAL 
Meaning 
The range covered by the attitude 
tape, as  indicated on the header 
record, does not include any of the 
requested time interval, a s  defined 
by TO and TI? (NAME LIST LIST); 
o r  the attitude tape has fewer tlian 
two data records; o r  the header  
record does not correctly indieate 
the s tar t  and stop times of the data 
records 
User response: Checlc the printout 
of the header record to see if the 
tape covered the requested internal 
TIME REVERSAL-- Interpolation has been specified 
BACKSPACING IS NOT (INTERP = 1, NAME LIST LIST), 
PROVIDED FOR ATTI- and the requested time is e a r l i e r  
TUDE TAPE than the time interval covered by 
the two records which have been 
saved. This e r r o r  should not occur 
User response: Correct the program 
so that the e r r o r  does not occur 
The following unnumbered message is provided: 
Message Meaning 
END OF FILE ON An end-of-file was encountered on 
UNIT 5--NAMELIST/ FORTRAN data set  reference nlurrm- 
LIST/NOT FOUND ber 5, while attempting to read 
NAMELIST LEST for the f i rs t  
problem. This message is always 
accompanied by the graphics mes- 
sage U920 described in Section 
7.16.1 
User response: Supply the 
NAhIELIST parameters via the 




7.16.3 Printed Rlessnges From the OASYS Subsystem 
A11 e r r o r  messages from the OASYS Subsystenl a r e  written on FORTRAN unit  
number 6. The follo~ving messages a r e  provided: 
Message Desc riptioil 
A PRIOR1 ATTITUDE The a priori attitude provided was 
WAS.USED TO RESOLVE used to resolve ambiguities, either 
AMBIGUITIES IN SPINAV because the deterministic logic 
failed o r  because IAPIOR = 8 
(NAME LIST OPILZhN 1) 
User response: Warning mess age 
only. The correctness of the re- 
sults may depend on the accuracy 
of the a priori attitude 
NO A PRIOR1 ATTITUDE The search technique for resolving 
AVAILABLE --AMBIGUITIES ambiguities failed to yield any se t  
CANNOT BE RESOLVED IN of selections which contained more 
SPINAV than one useful attitude 
User response: Increase the block 
size and/or the time rage of the 
block. Increase values of SPNSIG 
and SPNTOL. Try  using IAJ?I0%2 
= 4 and providing a n  a priori atti- 
tude (NAME LIST OPMAN1) 
SPINAV DIVERGED--NO 
AVERAGES AVAILABLE 
In the process of iterating to im- 
prove the selections for ambiguous 
pairs of attitudes, every attitude in 
the block was rejected as spurious 
User response: Increase rejection 
tolerances SPIhTSIG and SPNTOL. 
Try  using IAPIOR = 8. Increase 
the block size and/or the time 
range of the bloclc (NAMELIST 
OPMAN1) 
PvIINARY DRAFT 
F4ARY DRAFT . 
Message Description 
SPINAV FAILED TO The process for selecting the cor- 
CONVERGE--RESULTS rect attitude from ambiguous pairs 
ARE GIVEN FOR LAST failed to converge witllill ITI\LfC?: 
ITERATION iterations. The selections which 
a r e  given for the last iteration are 
not necessarily consistent with the 
average obtained using those selec- 
tions 
User response: Increase ITMLcaX, 
Try using IAPIOR = 8 and specify- 
ing an initial attitude estimate. 
Increase the block size and/or the 
time range of the block (NAMELIST 
OPMANl) 
FITTING OF SUN DATA In attempting to perform a linear 
FAILED DUE TO ZERO fit to the Sun angles as  a function 
DETERMINANT IN BLOCI< of time, a zero determinant was 
n obtained 
User r2sponse: Set ISNPRO=lI 
(NAME LIST OPMAN 1). Check 
Sun angles and Sun times for es- 
treme erroneous values, arid flag 
these frames 
FAULTY POINTER IN- 
FORRlATION IN SUNPRO 
The pointer information' in 
COMMON/POINT/ i s  invalid. 
This e r r o r  should not occur 
User response: Correct the pro- 
gram so that the e r r o r  does not 
occur 
Printed Er ror  Messages From OABIAS 
Er ro r  messages from the OABIAS Subsystem a r e  written by subroutine BIASER 
on the FORTRAN unit number specified by ERUNIT. Al l  messages s tar t  with 
the frame number and the name of the subroutine in which the e r r o r  occurred, 
This information is followed by the e r r o r  message. 
b\lBdARY DRAFT 
FiI[tllARY DRAFT . 
In many cases, the same e r ro r  message may be printed by several subroutines. 
Therefore the e r ror  messages a r e  given below in the order in which they appear 
in the OABIAS e r ro r  summary table. (See Section 7.14.16 for an example). 
Table 7-1 provides the correlation between the e r ro r  summary table and the 
e r r o r  message descriptions. 
The subroutine BIASER prints the appropriate e r r o r  message based on the 
variable IERR which it receives via the calling sequence. IERR is a four-digit 
number. The f i rs t  two digits indicate which subroutine has encountered an er- 
ror .  The next two digits a r e  the index for the e r r o r  which was encountered 
within the subroutine, i. e. , the first, second, o r  third. The numbers m&elr 
identify the subroutines a r e  given in Table 7-1. The indices utilized by each 
subroutine a re  indicated in Table 7-1 by a reference to an e r ro r  message num- 
ber. A blank space indicates no e r ro r  message for that index. The values of 
IERR which can cause an e r ro r  message to be written a r e  listed in tihe message 
descriptions. 
In some cases, the message contains parameters which may be useful in de- 
termining the exact cause of the error .  For example, 
***** ERROR IN FRAME 32 FROM DIAMOND - DATA REJECT* - REJOPT --: 1, 
REJ = 8 
where RE JOPT is the data rejection option in NAMELIST BIASNL, and REJ 
is the data rejection flag for frame 32 in COMMON/&EJCOM/. This message 
was caused by IERR = 0511. In the e r ro r  messages given below, the characters 
'XXXXt will be used to indicate the printing of a variable in that place in the mes- 
sage. 
NARY DRAFT 
BRELIGdiNARY DRAFT . 
Table 7-1. OABIAS Error -Message  Error -Table  Correlat ion Matrix 
Subroutine E r r o r  E r r o r  E r r o r  E r r o r  E r r o r  E r r o r  























25 SCBFUN 16 
26 SCBRTOD 8 
NARY DRAFT 
MIFJARY DRAFT . 
The OABLAS e r ro r  messages fall into two classes: warnings ,and information, 
The warning e r ro r  messages a r e  associated with computational failures. The 
program action i s  to bypass the observation which caused the error .  If any 
user response is required, i t  is indicated after the description of the e r ro r  
message. The information messages record data rejection. If an obser~~alioan 
has been flagged, it i s  not processed. No user response is required. 
Warning e r ro r  messages a re  a s  follows: 
Message 
Number IERR 
- Message Description 
2 0401 DOT PRODUCT OF SUN The Sun vector and spin 
VECTOR AND SPIN axis vector a re  parallel 
VECTOR IS 1 o r  -1 or  antiparallel (the corn- 
puted Sun angle is zero or  
180 degrees) 
0402 SENSOR MOUNTING Computed sensor mounthg 
ANGLE = 0.0 angle is zero 
0403 ARGUMENT OF SQRT, Argument of square root 
DELR, IS NEGATIVE is negative in computing 
the variable DE JAR in 
subroutine DIAFUX 
0404 ARGUMENT OF SQRT, Argunlent of square root 
DELP, IS NEGATIVE is negative in computing 
the variable DELP in 
subroutine DLAFUN 
0405 TOP**Z/BOT** = -1, A denominator in cornput- 
TOP**2 = XXXX the single horizon 
BOT**2 = XXXX dihedral angle model h c -  
tion is zero 
0406 ARGUMENT OF ARCSIN, The argument of aresine 
(TE, TH) .GT. 1.0 of quantities in computing 
the single horizon dihedral 
angle model function is 
greater than 1.0 
NARY DRAFT 
MBMARY DRAFT . 
Message 
Number IERR 
EARTH SIGHTING TIME 
IS NEGATlS7E. EINOUT = 1 
(0 = EARTH-OUT) 
(1 = EARTH-IN) 
INITIM = SXXX 
EARTH-IN TIME = XXTXrX 
EARTH-OUT ITX,IE = X 3 X X  
SUNSIGHTING TIME IS 
NEGATIVE, SUNTIM ='XXXX 
SUNANG (NOBS) = XXXX 
IS LT 0 OR GT PI 
DATA REJECT - 
REJOPT =  
R E J  = XXXX 
BAD ESTIMATE, FIX- 
U P  BY NORMALIZA- 
TION 
S1 = XXXX, S2 = X X X X  
L VECTOR NOT OB- 
TALNED IN LCOMP 
Description 
- 
The observation is not 
processed because the 
central body sjghting 
time is negative (data 
rejection flag). EINOUT 
indicates the type of 
triggering. INITIM is the 
block reference time in 
from September 1, 1957 
The observation is not 
processed because the 
sun sighting time is neg- 
ative (data rejection 
flag) 
Sun angle observations is 
either negative o r  greater 
than n . Er ro r  in tile 
telemetry 
Data is rejected because 
i t  was rejected by the 
corresponding model in 
OASYS 
2 The sum of S1 and S2 2 
ekceeds unity. ST and 
S2 are adjusted s"s that 
s12+ q < 1 
User response: I3 this 
occurs frequently, use 
smal ler  PO 
The current estimate of 
the attitude and biases 
yields a scan which misses 
the central body. The 
model calling subroutine 
LCOMP is not processed 
NARY DRAFT 
f.liFiINARY DRAFT . 
Message 
Number IERR Message Description 
0802 ARGUMENT OF SQRT = 
XXXX 
NEGATIVE IN QUAD- 
RATIC EQUATION 
14 0801 D=XXXX,XXTXT,SXXX Denominator (D) in coxn- 
LT TOLDEN = XXSX puting the horizon vector, 
LH , is less  than a speci- 
fied tolerance (TOLDEN 
in NAME LIST BLISN L) 
A comples solution for 
the horizon vector, tH , 
was obtained. This im- 
plies that the current 
, estimate of the a t t ihde 
and biases does not yield 
a scan of the central body 
0804 POSITION VECTOR IS 
120 1 ZERO 
2501 
0805 ERROR IN EPHEMV 
1202 
2504 
1101 THE DETERMINANT 
XXXX LT THE SING- 
ULARITY TOLER- 
ANCE = XXXX 
The position vector is 
zero. E r ro r  in the 
telemetry 
Observation i s  not proc- 
essed because e r r o r  oe- 
curs in subroutine EPREMV 
The matrix to be inverted 
in. computing the pali-a;id 
derivatives of the horizon 
A 
vector, LH , is sinawlalp 
User response: If this 
occurs frequently, de- 
crease the tolerance. 
This e r r o r  i s  inevitable 
if the nadir angle is close 
to 180 degrees o r  the een- 
tral body is extremely 
small. If this is the ease, 
use the nadir vector pro- 
jection model and/or scan 
mid-time dihedral angle 
model only 
NARY DRAFT 
PJINBRY DRAFT . 
Message 
RT1111lber IE RR 
- Message 
19 1102 ERROR IN hlINVRl 
Description 
Observation is not proc- 
essed because error 
occurs in subroutine 
MINVM 
20 1901 CHI GE 1, The cosine of the comprrted 
CHI = XXXX Sun angle exceeds b , 8  
COS(x(l0)) = XXXX 
2 1 2301 BOT = 0.0 The denominator GOT in 
subroutine DHFUN is 
zero 
22 2503 ABS (RCHI) . GT. 1.0 Cosine of the connputed 
mounting angle is greater 
than 1.0 
7.17 JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE 
Figure 7 3 4  shows the JCL required to load the required source modules from 
tape to disk, perform GESS table generation, compile the source modules, 
perform linkage editing with overlay, and execute the MSAD/OABIAS System, 
The source library on file 1 of the tape contains OADRIV and its associated 
modules and routines for the ODAP and OASYS Subsysten~s which were modi- 
fied for use with MSAD/OABIAS. File 2 contains the modules ih the OABIAS 
Subsystem. All other required routiiles come from the non-executable load 
module libraries referenced in the link step. 
Note that in the link step subroutine RJPLT, which reads the JPL Lunar and 
Solar Ephemeris File, has been replaced by a dummy routine in order to sa.ve 
about 12K bytes of core storage. Thus the option to read the JPL Ephemeris 
File will not be available; subroutine SUNRD can be used tc obtain lunar and 
solar ephemeris. If the user requires subroutine RJPLT then the cards with 
sequence numbers 810 and 520 must be deleted. 
kfAWY DRAFT 
PJIbjARY DRAFT 
I I I R J R U O A R  J n R  1 G H R 0 0 1 R 5 2 C ~ T ~ G 0 0 5 2 9 ~ 0 0 5 0 0 8 I t F F F  O A B I A S  C O M P I L E  
I / * U A l N  L I N F S -  1 0 0  
/I* $5: RFLOAO SOURCE CODE FROM TAPE TO D I S K  
i i ~ O ~ l l R 1  F X F C  P G H = P D S I l R , R F G I O N = 0 8 M  
R f L n n n  F = T I . T = O ? . L  
R F L O A n  F = T 7  T = O l  
/ / T I  PO 0 1 5 ~ :  I , P A S S I  .LAHEL=I 1  r R L P l  r l l N 1 T = ? 4 0 0 1 D S N ~ T A P E O 1 1 V O L ~ S E R = 3 6 7 1 5 .  
I/ D C R = ~ P F L F M = F H . L ~ F C L = H U O H L K S I Z E = ~ ~ R O . ~ F N = ~ ~  
/IT? nn DISP=I.PASSI ~ 4 t * E L = i 2  R L P I ~ ~ ~ L = R ~ : F = * . T ~ , o c B = * . T ~ , ~ s N = * . T I  
/ / D l  D 0  o r s ~ - c ~ E u . b ~ s s r  , S P A ~ F = I C Y L ,  15 ,  115)lrUNIT=2314,0SN=LL5, 
I/ ~ ~ . R = * . T I  
-  $$I72 nClll~~~f~~lh!~~~~~~~) ~ S P A C F = I C Y L t  ( 5 ,  I t 5 1  I v U N l T = 2 3 1 4 ~ O S N = C C A t  
I I S Y S P R I N T ' ~ ~  SYSOUT-A 
/ I *  
/I* ASSEURLF MSAO TABLES.  
I/* / / A S H 6  F X E C  A S M G 1 P A P M = : N O X . L I N E C N T = 7 6 ' r R E G I O N = 3 0 0 K  
$;SYSiJR DO 
.. ..,, 
I/ OD O I S P = S H R  D S N = A T T I T  TESSMAC A S H  
I I S Y S L 1 ' 1  nn l I N I T = l O l S K  ~ I , S P A C E = ( ~ ; L . I ~ . ~ ~ I  
I I S Y S P R I N T  no I J N I T = ( D I ~ K , ~ I  
/ I S Y S I I T Z  nn # ! N I T =  I O l S K . 4 1  
I I S Y S l I T 3  DO I l N l T = I D l 5 K . 4 l  ( { I Y S I N  DO n l S P = i n L r l , P A S S l  ~ D S N ~ C L A I T A R L E S I  
53: E X F C I I T F  MSAD T A B L E  G E N E R A T l n N  PROGRAM. . 
;;TAR F X F C  L I N K C O , P A R U = * N C A L , L l S T  M A P t  C O N D = 1 1 b t L T I 1 5 0 K  
IISYSL IR nn ~ ~ ~ P = S H R . ~ ~ N = A T T I T : G E ~ ~ : L O A D  
IISYSLIN nn D I S P - ~ ~ L D I P A S S I  
I I O R J F C T  O n  
I N C L l l n E  SYSL I R I T A R G E N I  
F N T R Y  TARGFN 
/ / G n . n r s u L A Y s  no DSN=C&NONRES I I ~ ~ ~ = ~ ~ ~ K , D I S P = I N E W  PASSI, 
((,d~~~i~'$:~;;~;~~;~;;;fp;;~~[;;;$;~~~~Sl Z E = ~ O O O ~  
,,- 
I/* C n N V F R T  L C A  TO S E M J E N T l A L  
I I* 
/ / S F 0 1  F X E C  S E O L , D S N s l L L A *  A F r n P V  
k ~ K P i i  
R L n C K n A T  
O l S K S  
OAnR l V  
OAMA I N  
n A P L O T  
O n  AP 
O O A P l N  
n n ~ p z  
O P l N l T  
O P M A l N  
r P L n T n c  
S F T F L G  
TAPHED 
T C O N 7 0  
' T C O N 4 0  
,, - $5 :  C O M P I L E  L C A  
( >>COMPLI F X E C  FORTRANH.PARM='DPT=Z MAP 
/ / S Y S L l N  OD I ~ N ~ T ~ ~ O ~ S K , ~ ~ ~ S P A C E = I C ; L ,  1; 
I I S Y S P R I N T  OD I I N I T = I D I S K  4 1  ( I I S Y S I N  0 0  OSN-CLSOURCE , ~ ~ S P = < O L D , O E L E T E ~  
/I* 
I/* CONVERT CCB TO S E W E H T I A L  
I/* 
/ / S F 0 7  F X F C  S E O L I D S N = l L L R *  ( AYATRX 
APARTS 
R f A S E R  
BLOCKOAT ( D H F V N  
DHMOO 
D l A F l l N  
D I A m n n  ( EPHEYG 
EPHEMV 
FRAPRO ( GETHOR 
XREF 
1 ) )  
Figure 7-44. J C L  to  Compile, Link, and Execute 
MSAD/OABIAS (1 of 4) 
DRAFT 
HAWY DRAFT . 
HFM l TR 
I N l T t L  
L c n M p  
L N F O N  
L w n n  
L P A R T S  
LRFIJN 
L R w n n  
M I N V M  
n i u r ~ s  
ORRGEN 
PR I N 1 8  
P R I N T P  
ROTATE S A N F l l M  
SANMOn 
S C R F l l N  
s c R r l n n  
STMFI IN  
s T M n n n  
VFCROT 
I/* ;!: c n m P l L E  L ~ B  
, , 
I I C O M P L 2  F X E C  FnRTRANH.PARM='nPT=7.MAP X R E F ' . R E G I W = 3 0 0 K  
IISYSLIN nn I I N I T = I ~ I S K . ~ I , S P A ~ E = I C Y L , I ~ , ~ I I  
/ I S Y S P R I N T  0 0  I I N I T = I O I S K . 4 )  
( ( I Y S I N  0 0  0 S N = C C S 0 l l R C E ~ D l S P = I n L 0 ~ D F L E T F ~  3: L I N K  E D I T  U I T H  OVFRLAY.  
;LINK F X F C  L INKICONO=(  1 6  L T )  N B L K - 2 5 0 v P A R M = I L E T , L I S T , M A P ~ D V L Y )  
/ISYSLIR no D I ~ P = S H ~ ; . ~ S N = A ~ T I T . E E S S . L ~ A D  
/ /  0 0  O I S P = S H K  D S N = A T T I T  A 0 0 A  O A 5 Y s 4 . L l B . O M J  
/ I  no ~ ~ ~ P = S H R : ~ S N = A T T I T : ~ P R L ~ B . O ~ J  
I / on o r s ~ = s u n  n s ~ - A T T  IT.RAER.LOAO 
/ /  D D  D S N = S Y S I  F n R T L l l l  OI!P=SHR 
I/ on O S N = ~ Y S Z : G ~ F C L  IH :~ ISP=SHR 
I/ OD DSN=SYSI .SSPAK.DISP=SHR 
/ / s Y s L u n n  nn 0 S N ~ & & L ~ 0 M l l ~ l ~ A B l A S l  
/ / S Y S l J T l  0 0  I l N I I = I 0 I S K , 3 1  
IISYSLIN r r n  * 
I N C L I l 0 F  AFL  I H I  I Y C F R R M )  
CHANGE I H C F R R M I F f l R T E R R H )  
I N C L l I n F  S Y S I  1 8 1  I H C F U R M )  
R E P L A C F  k O N R E S 1  . N n N R E S 2  
l N C L l l 0 F  R F S  
I N C L l l l l F  S Y S L I R  IMSADMA I N 1  
l N C L t l 0 F  S Y S L  1 n I n s a n t l L n u )  
I N C L I l n F  S Y S L  I R  I P L f l T S l  
I N L L I I D F  S Y S I  ! R I  G C n H M l  
I N C L l I n F  S Y Z L  I R  I R L I l C K D l l  
CHANCE R Y P A S S I R J P L T I  
I N C L l l n F  S Y S L  R I R Y P A S S )  
CHANGE R I P A S & I G C n N V C )  
I N C L l l n F  S Y S L I R I R Y P A S S I  
I N C L O D F  b F L l H I Z H P A 8 4 )  
F N T R Y  MSADMA I N  
n V F P l  A V  A . . . - . . -- . -
I N S E R T  l N I T ~ R D X S T P , R O R T C M ~ M S F O R M ~ F M T C O M  
O V E R L A Y  A 
I N S E R T  ~ A ~ R I V I O P M A I N  
O V E R L A Y  R 
INSERT AF n P Y  W u T n t l T  WRTRIJF 
I N S E R T  R I F S ~ , B  I T s ~ ~ ~ A U S S ~ N ~ ~ S E ~ ~ N O I S E R , R A N ~ U ~ T C ~ N ~ ~ , T C ~ N ~ ~  
0 V F R L A Y  R 
I N S F R T  00AP~ATDATArFLA6.1CHAR~00AP1NtOOAP2tOMEGA~REPORT 
O V E R L A Y  R 
I N S E R T  ~ A M A I N ~ D O U B L E ~ D H C O M , D M L C O M ~ E X T R A t O U T I N F  
O V F R L A Y  F 
I N S E R T  ~ l S K S . O P O E T S . T E R C H K t 0 R L C R S  
O V E R L A Y  E 
n V ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T c C H O O S E ~ E R R O R l v O P I N I T ~ S P I N A V ~ S P N A V l ~ S U N P R O  
......--. 
I N S E R T ~ R L K P L T ~ O A G R A F  ,CIJRT IM 
0 V E R L A Y  8 
I N  E R T  ~ A R I A S I P R  N T R I M I A S E R  01SPLY.VECROT 
INSERT E P H R o T . R E I I ~ ~ I , F  ILPAR:ERRC~M,VCOMON 
nvPol  AY r 
- - - . . * - . 
I N S E R T ~ I N I T I L ~ P S I P H A ~ R O T A T E ~ ~ A P L O T ~ P R ~ N T P  
I l V E R L A Y  C 
I N S E R T  A M A T R X I A P A R T S ~ O I A F U N ~ O I A R ~ D ~ F R A P R O I L N F U N  
0 0 0 0 5 6 0 0  
0 0 0 0 5 7 0 0  
0 0 0 0 5 8 n o  
0 0 0 0 5 9 0 0  
0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0  
o n o n 6  I no 
o n o n 6 7 0 0  
oonnhxoo 
0 0 0 0 h 4 0 0  
0 0 0 0 6 5 0 0  
0 0 0 0 h h O O  
0 0 0 0 6 7 0 0  
0 0 0 0 6 8 0 0  
0 0 0 0 6 9 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7  1 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7 2 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7 4 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7 5 0 0  
nono 7 6 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7  7 0 0  
0 0 0 0 7 H P O  0 0 0 7 9 0 0  
o o n o ~ ( n o o  
0 0 0 0 8 1 0 0  
0 0 0 0 R Z O O  
0 0 0 0 8 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 8 4 0 0  
o n n o R S n o  
o n n o n 6 n o  
0 0 0 0 8 7 0 0  
0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 8 9 0 0  
0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 9  1 0 0  
0 0 0 0 9 2 0 0  
0 0 0 0 9 3 0 0  
0 0 0 0 9 4 0 0  
00$:00q9hSX00 
0 0 0 0 9 7 0 0  
onnnq~no o 0 0 9 9 0 0  
0 0 0 1  0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 7 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0  
0 0 0  l o 5 0 0  
0 0 0  1 0 6 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 7 0 0  
O O O l O 8 O O  
0 0 0 1 0 9 0 0  
0 0 0 1  1 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1 1  1 0 0  
0 0 0  11 2 0 0  
oon I I 3 0 0  
0 0 0 1  1 4 0 0  
0 0 0  11 5 0 0  
000 1 1 6 0 0  
Figure 7-44. JCL to Compile, Link, and Execute 
MSAD/OABIAS (2 of 4) 
NARY DRAFT 
FvIiNARY DRAFT 
I N S E R T  L P A R T S  LRFUN,LRMOO.RFCURl 
INSFRT A R  EPH;MV 
n V F R L A Y  M S A ~ ( R E G ~ ~ N I  
I N C F R T  G F X F C . G T S I Z F . P T S  I Z F I R E A O T A B I S C O P E ~ O I S P T I T L ~ L I G H T S ~  I N C O R F  
I N C F R T  I N C 0 R X ~ F T A H N n . K I M l I M  
I N S t R T  C P T F R M ~ ~ A T E R Y ~ H F T R I F V F I C P F X E C ~ C P ~ N ~ T ~ O A E X F C ~ O A ~ N I T ~ C P ~ ~ Y ~  
I N  F R T  V A L C n Y P  
INIFRT V A C O A T A ~ D A C n ~ l V + O I S P C n L S ~ O I S P O A T A t O I S P P A R M  
I N S E R T  PI T F X E C + P L l ' . n M . T , E N G O P . V P T F a H  
N  F R T  F X P A N n  I;FTPOT I O F N T I F Y  SLOP T  
I N & R l  P R ~ C T A ~ , U A S C A ~  ~ S C ~ L E ~ ~ X L I N ~ ~ A X T I T ~ L A L ) A X , O P T ~ O N ~ V A R T I T  
I N S F R T  V P V F C T 0 R . D l S P L  i~ 
n V F R L A Y  U S A 0  
INSFRT n u ~ n n , s c ~ ~ n n 1 s ~ N u n n t c ~ n ~ ~ n t s ~ ~ ~ u ~ , ~ c o n p l u ~ ~ ~ ~  
I N S E R T  OHFIIN1 SCHFIJN. SANFIJNNLNHOD 
n V F R l  AY U S A 0  
I N S E R T  GRAPH. S C A L E I S E T F L G  
n V E R L A Y  U S A 0  
I N S E R T  A T T D F T  1::;:; ~ ~ J $ ~ ~ t ~ : ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ E ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ \ k O P S I M  
I N S E R T  T F R M I N . I J N C ~ R T , V P H A S F  
INSFRT n R L u  n n c n u p  I 
/IRES nn ~ S N = G ~ O P J M O I I : ~ ? ~ ~ ~ J ! ~ L " ~ ? ~ E ' L F T E I  
/ / b F L I H  
/ I *  
0 0  O I S P = S H R . D S N = A T T I T . A 0 0 A . L O A O  
!!I I J N L n A n  SWRCF CODE. LOAD MODULE, AND T A B L E S  FROM DISK TO T A P E  
I I - 
/ / n A R l A S  F X F C  PGM=KEEPIIP .PARM='FXHONSO * . R E G l O N = 4 5 0 K I  
/ / S T F P L l R  0 0  n S N - S Y S 1  .L I N K L I R  n l S P = S H R  OCB=BUFNO=I  
/ /  00 O S N = S Y S Z . ~ T S . D I S P = S H R ~ O ~ B = ~ U F N O = ~  
/ I  no n I s p = s w n , n s N = c c L o n u o D  
/ I  DO O I S P = S H R , O S h = A T T I T  n P R L I B . L D A 0  
/I no n r s ~ = s ~ r n . ~ s ~ = ~ r r r r . ~ u o ~ . ~ o ~ i ,  
I I r P A K n n  r n  IINIT: 2 5 0  
/ / ~ J S S P  n f i  O S N = G T S  J c L o . o I s p = s H R  
I I F I L F  nn ~ I N I T = Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S P = S H R ~ V ~ L = R E F = S Y S ~ . L I N K L ~  
I I S Y S I I T I  n0 I ~ N l T = 2 3 1 4 , S P A C E = I T R K ,  ( 1 O 1 5 I  I 
/ I S Y S I I T Z  0 0  I ! N I T = ? 3 1 4  S P A C F = ( T R K .  ( 1 0 , 5 i )  
/ I T J S C A  0 0  ~ S N = ~ T S . L O ~ ~ R F C  , O I S P = S n R  
I l l E F R n R  0 0  0SN=GTS J C L O , o I S P = S H R  
/ /  I F F P n s r  no ~ S N - ~ Y ~ I  PROCLIM 
/ / I E F D A T A  0 O  IINIT=SYS~N SPACE:?:~~=:??I 1 I, 
/ /  0CR.l PFCFM=F I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ = 8 h t 8 ~ ~ 5 1 ~ ~ = 8 d ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ = 2 ~ b ~ ~ ~ = B ~ l  
/ / s Y S n o T  DD S Y S O l l T = n  
/ ISY~PKINT on uunnr n h n b  butlrs 
! ! t T 0 5 F 0 0 1  DO 0 1 Z P ~ S H R ~ D S H = G K S t ~ S . D A T A L I l ~ . O A T A ~ f l P M A N  
,,- I/* C v C n l t T  n r T A  SFTS. ASSIIMINC IPRINT=FRUNIT=~. 
I/*. /I* P Q  N T f l l l T  FROM M  A 0  D A O R l V  OOAP OASYS A N 0  O A 8 1 A S  
/ / ~ 1 0 6 ~ 0 0 l  0 0  S Y S O ~ ~ ~ ~ A : ~ C ~ ~ ~ R E C ~ ~ ~ V ~ ~ ~ L R E C L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B L K S I Z E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B U ~ N O ~ ~ ~ ~  ( /I S P A C F = I C Y L I ( ~ ~ Z I I ~ I I N I ~ = ~ D I S K ~ ~ )  
/I* P R I N T D U T  FROM C I A B I A S  I I P R I N T + l l  
l l F T O 7 F 0 0 1  no S Y S O ~ T = A . ~ ~ ~ = ~ R E C F M = V H A : L R E C L = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ L K S ~ Z E = ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ U F N ~ ~ = ~ ~ ,  
t I N I I = ( I ) I S K  4 )  S P ~ C E = I C Y L I I O , ~ I I  ( :* P a l u i n t t r  F R A U  A a e r a s  I I P R I N T + p I  / / F T O P F O n l  0 0  S Y S 0 l J T = A  D ~ R = I R E C F U = V ~ A ~ L R E C L = ~ ~ ~ V B L K S ~ Z E = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B U F N ~ ~ = ~ ~ ,  
P ~ ? A ! X J S ~ : E ~ ~ ' ~ : ~ ~ ~ ! E E ~ % Y ~ * ~ P * ~ $ A T R A L  BODY) ( / / F T 0 9 F 0 0 1  0 0  S Y S O ~ ~ T = A ~ O L H = ~ R E C F M = V ~ A ~ C R E C L = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ S ? ~ E " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ " U ~ ~ ~ ~ \ ~  
/I I I N l T = l n l S K  4 )  S P t i C E = I  YL , (O,  / / *  PRlF4Tn l lT  F R ~ M  ~ O A P  ( I ~ O Z N  AS £:ATRAL B O D Y )  A N 0  O A B I A S  I I P R I N T + 4 l .  , / / F T l O F O O l  0n S Y S O U I = A ~ O L B = ~ R E C F M = V B A ~ L R E C L = I ~ ~ , B L K S ~ Z E - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U F N ~ ~ ~ .  
0 0 0  1  bOOO 
o o n l h l n o  
0 0 0  1 6 7 0 0  
0 0 0 1 6 3 0 0  
0 0 0 1  l h 5 0 0  6 4 0  
0 0 0  1 6 6 0 0  
0 0 0 1 6 7 0 0  
0 0 0 1 6 8 0 0  
0 0 0 1  6 9 0 0  
0 0 0 1  7 0 0 0  
0 0 0  1 7  1 0 0  
o o o 1 7 ? n o  
0 0 0 1 7 3 0 0  
0 0 0 1  7 4 0 0  
0 0 0 1 7 5 0 0  
ono 7 6 0 0  
00017.rno 
0 0 0 1  7 R 0 0  
0 0 0  1 7 9 0 0  
0 0 0  L B O 0 0  
0 0 0  1 8  1 0 0  
non I R Z ~ O  
0 0 0 1 f l 7 0 0  
0 0 0  1  R 4 0 0  
0 0 0 1 8 5 0 0  
O O O l s h n O  
0 0 0 1 f l 7 0 0  
0 0 0  l RROO 
0 0 0 1 8 9 0 0  
0 0 0  1 9 0 0 0  
0 0 0  1 9  1 0 0  
0 0 0  1 9 2 0 0  
0 0 0 1 9 3 0 0  
0 0 0  1 9 4 0 0  
0 0 l 7 1 9 5 0 0  
0 0 0  1 9 6 0 0  
0 0 0 1 Q 7 0 0  
0 0 0  1 9 8 0 0  
Figure 7-44. JCL to Compile, Link, and Execute 
MSAD/OABIAS (3 of 4) 
N A R Y  DRAFT 
P4ARY DRAFT . 
/ /  I I N I T = ~ 0 l S K , 4 ) ~ S P A C E = ( C Y L . 1 0 . 2 1 )  
/I* PR N T O U T  FROM 0 A H l A S  I P R  N T + 5 1  
0 0 0  1 9 9 0 0  
0 0 0  0 0 0 0  / / ~ ~ l l k 0 0 1  0 0  SYSOlJT=A ~ ~ R - ~ R € C ~ ~ = V H A ~ L R E C L = ~ ~ ~ . B L K S I Z E = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B V F O =  0 0 0 5 0 1 0 0  
/ I  I I N I T = ( 0 1 S K  ~ ) ~ S P A ~ F = I C Y L , I O  2 1 1  
l l F T 1 3 F 0 0 1  06 O I S P = S H R ~ D S N = A T ~  IT. SSSI  .MSAP.ERROR.OATA 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 0  
/ I F T ~ ~ F G O I  no ~ I S P = S H H  D S N = A T T I T . S M S R . O A B I A S . O A T A  o o 0 2 0 3 0 0  
/ / F T 7 3 F 0 0 1  no O N ~ T = A F F = G ~ A K O O  0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0  5  / I F T Z R F 0 0 l  0 0  OUMMY JPL L l t N A R  A N 0  SOLAR E P H E M E R I S  F l L E  ( N R J P L T I .  0 0 0 7 0 h 0 0  
l l F T 2 Q F 0 0 1  0 0  n I IMMY GTOS S E O I I F N T I A L  %PC. E P H F M E R I S  F l L E  ( N G T O S I .  0 0 0 7 0 7 0 0  
/ / F T 3 0 F O O l  0n 0l lWMY DOUS S P A C E C R A F T  E P H E e R I S  F l L E  ( N O A B l l .  
/ / F T 3 1 F O n l  n 0  OlJMMY G T O S  D I R E C T  ACCFSS SPC. E P H E M E R I S  F I L E  OO02OROO 
/ / F T S O F 0 0 1  n 0  DUMMV 0 A 6 l A S  D A T A  SET. 0 0 0 2 0 9 0 0  
/ I *  OOO? 1 0 0 0  / / *  S C R A T C H  D A T A  S E T  FOR S l M l J L A T E O  0 A 8 l A S  DATA. 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0  
I / *  0 0 0 2 l 2 0 0  
/ / F T 5 1 F 0 0 1  n 0  I I N l T = t n l S K  4 )  S P A C E = ( C Y L  ( 2 , 2 1 1  0 0 0 2 1 7 0 0  
I / I  OCB=I P E C F H = F R . L R E C L = ~ O . ~ ) L K S I Z E = / @ U ~ . H U F N O ~ ~ I  0 0 0 7 1 4 0 0  2  5
/ / f O  F T 9 P F O O I  I10 D S N = r & N O N R t S  I l I S P = ( O L D  P A S > )  U S A D  T A B L E S  ( I F T A B L I .  0 0 0 2 1 6 0 0  
/ / F ' T ~ I F O O I  nn IINIT=ZL<O ~ P A P W I C S  ~ F V I C E  ( IFTII*EI 0 0 0 2 1 7 0 0  I I F T O L F n O l  no 0IIMMY U 0 A P  REPDOT P R I N T O U T  l E % R T H  AS'CENTRIL R O D V I .  0 0 0 2 1 8 0 0  
' l l F T 9 5 F O O I  0 0  0 l lMMY OOAP RFPORT P R l N T O l l T  (MOON A S  C E N T R A L  B O n Y I .  0 0 0 2 1 9 0 0  
/ I f 0  CYSIIOIIMP 0 0  S Y S O l I T = A ~ S P A C F = ( C Y L ,  ( 0 . 2 1  1 , U N I T = I O I S K , 4 1  //; - -  0 0 0 ? 2 0 0 0  
/ I *  C A L C n H P  P L O T  TAPE.  0 0 0 Z Z l 0 0  
I f *  0 0 0 2 7 7 0 0  0 0 0 7 2 9 0 0  $ $ P L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . p , n , ~ ~ 0 L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ 7 ~ n C B = O N = 1 , L A B E L = l r  B L P ) r D I S P = l N E W ~ K E E P l .  0 0 0 2 2 4 0 0  
0 0 0 2 2 5 0 0  
Figure 7-44. J C L  to Compile, Link, and Execute 
MSAD/OABLAS (4 of 4) 
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NARY DRAFT 
The following notes, which apply to the GO-step DD cards, describe alterna- 
tives available to the user. In all of the examples i t  is assumed that the 
FORTRAN unit numbers a r e  as  shown in the sample NAAlELIST (default values 
for all unit numbers except IPRINT = G (BIASNL), ERUNIT = 6 (BIASN L), and 
IDISIC = 51 (RIAIN). See Section 7 . 3 . 8 .  ) 
e Tile SYSPRINT data set may be directed to a printer if the user 
desires to obtain an MSAD SNAP dump if the system abends where: 
operating in a graphic mode 
The following DD cards a r e  required 
The user slzould note that if these cards a r e  provided, it may take 
several minutes of real  time for tb 2 dump to be generated, d u r i x  
which time the program will not respond to the operator, If the 
program abends in a nongraphic mode, if the GESS Esecutive is 
unable to intercept the abend in a graphic mode, o r  if the operator 
does not attempt to recover o r  is unable to recover *from the abend 
in a graphic mode, then a dump is always provided on the 
SYSUDUMP data set. 
If a spacecraft attitude tape is to be used to simulate data for a 
time-varying attitude then the following DD cards  a r e  required: 
where XXXXX is replaced by the l ibrary number of the attitude tape. 
7-167 
MARY DRAFT 
IdARY DRAFT . 
I£ i t  is desired to obtain solar and lunar ephemeris data in equinox 
of 1950.0 rather than equinox of date, using the SUNRD routine, then 
the follo\ving DD card is required: 
e If a 2260 graphics device is to be used, then the following DD card 
is required: 
e If the run is to be made in a nongraphics mode, then the DD card 
with sequence number 1905 must be removed. 
e If it is desired to obtain lunar and solar ephemeris data from a 
J P L  Ephemeris File, then the following DD card is required: 
where XXXXX is the l ibrary number of the JPL Ephemeris tape. 
(Note that the link step must be changed to include subroutine RJPLT 
if the user  desires to access the J P L  tape. See the notes on the link 
step above. ) 
e If i t  is desired to obtain spacecraft ephemeris data f rom a GTDS 
sequential file then the following DD cards a re  required: 
where XXXXX is the library number of the GTDS ephemeris tape. 
PREL NARY DRAFT 
e If i t  is desired to obtain the spacecraft ephemeris from a DODS 
EPHEBI tape, then the following DD cards a r e  required: 
where XXXXX is the library nulnber of the DODS EPHEBT tape. 
's I£ it is desired to obtain the spacecraft ephemeris from a GTDS 
direct-access file, then the following DD cards a r e  required: 
where XXX= is the name of the disk pack on which the GTDS 
file resides, and YYYYYY is the data se t  name. 
's If i t  is desired to read an AE data set, then the following DD card 
is required: 
where -TZX;XXXX is the name of the disk pactli on which the AE data 
set resides, and YI'YYTY is the data se t  name. 
o If it is desired to process real data f rom an OABLAS data set then 
the following DD card is required: 
where XXXXXX is the name of the disk pack on which the OABUS 
data set resides, and YYYYYY is the data set name. 
NOTE: To read this data set, the parameter IDISIi (NAMELIST MAIN) must 
be restored to i ts  default value of 50. In orcler to avoid operator eon- 
confusion, the convention has been established that zmit 51 is used for 
a scratch OABIAS data s e t  for simulating data or  copying AE data; 
unit 50 is used for a real  OABIAS data set, which should not be written 
over b57 the MSAD/OABIAS Sys tern. 
P ~ I I N ~ R ~  DRAFT
PAEiiARY DRAFT . 
e If printed output of the s u m m a y  reports from the simulator are dc- 
sired, then the following DD cards a re  required: 
(These units a r e  normally dummied to save core  storage). 
e If i t  is not desired to generate CdComp plots of plot displays, then 
the DD cards with sequence numbers 2090 and 2100 must be deleted 
Figure 7-45 shows the JCL required to execute the MSAD/OABWS System as- 
sumiilg that the executable load module resides oa ATTIT. OPRLIB. LOAD and 
the GESS nonresident tables reside on ATTIT. AODA. OABIAS. NRT. DATA. 
The notes given above for the GO-step DD cards apply equally to this exmplle, 
ample. 
MIMARY DRAFT 
/ / Z 8 2 1 5 0 0 4  JOB I G H 7 0 0 1 8 5 7 4 ~ T ~ C 0 0 4 3 1 ~ 0 0 4 0 1 0 1 ~ F F F t M S G L E V E L ~ ~ 2 ~ 0 ~  
/ / *  
/ E X E C I J T E  t ' S A D / O A B I A S  FRGH A  L O A D  M C D U L E  A N D  MSAD T A B L E S  O h  G l S Y S 4 .  
/ / *  
/ / G O  E X E C  P G M = O A B I A S I R E G I C N = ~ C O K  
/ / S T E P L I B  C C  L N I T = C I S K ~ C I Z P = S ~ R I V O L = S E R = G ~ S Y S ~ ~  
/ /  OSN=Gl.LBPEP.GABIAS.LCACMCD 
/ / G O . F T O S F C C l  OD * h A V E L I S T  I N P U T .  
C P A l k  I S  l P =  1 t O M E G A l = l O C .  ~ N F R P M E = 2 5 t N F P 4 M 2 = 2 5 r  
I G I S K = S l r  
I h C I S E = 2 ~ S T D V = 4 * O e 0 0 5 t  SCUANT=0.5 ,  
I E P t i E C = O t  I T E R M = O t  I C B = O I  E E h D  
& L I S T  IATAPE=l,ICB=ltICBLATrCI 
I S C N = L t I S P C = l t I P C C K = O v  
A L P H A = 3 5 L l t O E L T A = - 2 0 . .  
C R t ? l T E = 1 9 7 4 . t l .  t 4 , . 22 . t 51 .  t 2 t . t  
A = 2 4 5 4 8 . ~ E ~ 0 . 7 3 2 6 4 ~ E Y E = 2 ~ . 3 ~ E M O ~ O . ~ h 0 ~ 1 8 0 ~ ~ R A N O D E ~ 2 6 0 - t  
I F L A G = Z t  I S K I P = l  r T H E T A C = O o  
C P N G E = - 9 C . . S T E P = O . t S I G C A = 8 6 . r  
E P R B E T = 0 , 2 S , E R R G A P = O e 1 t E P R A = C . 1 ~ E R R A D ~ O . 5 ~ E R R T ~ M = 3 O ~ v  
TO=1974.~1.t4.r23.~04.~DELTAl=lSs~ C E h D  
& C P Y A N l  CUFLAG=lvEPSIL&=C.vDEBLG=BvIShPRO~ltIcBLA~=Ot 
C P K G E = - 9 C -  r 
I S U N = l t I S P C = l t I P C C h = O t  
T C R B I T = 1 9 7 4 * r  l - r 4 * r 2 2 * t S I -  t 2 C - t  
A = 2 4 5 4 8 .  , t =0 .73264 tEYE=Ze .3 *EMO-O.  , k 0 = 1 8 0 *  t R A N O D E = 2 6 0 .  t 
E R R B E T ~ 0 . 2 5 t E R R G A l ~ O . l ~ E P R A ~ C ~ l t E R R A C = O . 5 t E R R T ~ M ~ 3 O ~ v  
1  A P l C R = 8 t A P R 4 = 3 5 0 * ~ A P D E C  = - 1 9 - t  & E N D  
C e l A S N L  b T T O P T = S , R E J C P T = l ~ R E S M C D = 6 * T ~ F t T ~ N C O E L = 6 * T ~ F t T t  
I F R I N T = 6 ~ E R U h l T = 6 ~ l D U M P L = 4 t I L E V f L = 1 2 ~ 1 P L O T ~ ~ ~ * ~ r R ~ ~ U N ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~  
0 A G R A N = * 5 t S T t ' G R N = . l t S A h G R N = 3 C C t R H O G R N 7 2 , t  
X C = 1 2 * C -  I P O = 3 * 1 C C . r 4 * 1 0 * r  &ENC 
/ / +  
/ / *  SYSOUT C A l A  SETS .  A S S U P l h G  I P R I N T = E R U N I T = 6 *  
I / *  
/ / +  P R I K T C U T  FROM t'SADc O b D R I k t  OCAP,  C A S Y S t  AND O A B I A S .  
/ / G O - F T C 6 F C O l  OD DCP=IRECFM=VEAtLRECL=137tBLKSIZE=7265tBUFNG=l)e 
/ /  S P A C E ~ ~ C Y L , l 2 , 2 l l r L N I T = I D I C K t 4 ) v S Y S C U T = A  
/ / *  P R l h T C L T  FROM O A B I A S .  ( I F R I N T + l ) .  
/ / F T 0 7 F C O 1  C D  S Y S C U T = A * C C ~ = ( R E C F M = V B A I L R E C L = ~ ~ ~ ~ B L K S I Z E = ~ ~ ~ ~ S @ U F N O = ~ ) V  
/ /  UNIT=IDISKt4)rSPACE=rCYLtIO*Z)) 
/ / S Y S P R I N T  CC DUMMY MSAC 'NAP DLPP D A T A  S E T -  
/ / *  P R I h T C L T  FROM O A B I A S .  ( I F R I N T + Z ) .  
C O O O I  650 
0 0 0 0 1 6 6 0  
00001 6 7 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 8 0  
0 0 0 0 1 6 9 0  
0000 1 7 0 0  
0000 1 7  10 
0 0 0 0 1 7 2 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 3 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 4 0  
0 0 0 0 1 7 5 0  
Figure 7-45. J C L  to Execute ~EAI)/OBM (1 of 2) 
/ / F T 0 8 F C O l  DD SYSOCT=ArDCe=(RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137~BLKSIZE=l374sBUFNO=l~v 
/ /  LNTT=(CISK,43rSPACE=(CYL , (C,21) 
/ / 4  P R I h T C L T  FROM COAP IEPRTH AS CENTRAL BODY),  AND OABIAS ( I P R I N T + 3 ) .  
/ / FTOFFCOl  CD S Y S C U T = A , D C e = I R E C F M = V B A ,  LRECL=137*  BLKS I Z E = 1 3 7 4 ,  BUFNO= l l ,  
/ /  UNIT=(DISK,41,SPACE=(CYL,(C,21) 
/ / *  PRINTCLT  FROM OCAP (MCON AS CENTRAL BODY) ,  AND OABIAS I I F R I N T + 4 ) .  
/ / F T l O F C O I  CO S Y S C U T = A I C C ~ = ( R E C F M = V B A *  L R E C L = 1 3 7 t B L K S I Z E = l 3 7 4 *  EUFNO= l )  * 
/ /  U N I T = I O I  S K , ~ ) ~ S P A C E = I C Y L , ( C I ~ )  
/ / 4  P R I h T C L T  FRCM CABIAS-  ( I F R I N T t 5 ) .  
/ / F T l l F C O l  CD S Y S O U T = A ~ D C ~ = ~ R E C F M = V B A ~ L R E C L ~ ~ ~ ~ I B L K S I Z E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U F N O ~ ~ I ~  
/ /  L N I T = ( D I S K * 4 ) * S P A C E = ( C Y L 1 ( C t 2 ) )  
/ I *  
/ / F T 1 2 F O O l  CC DUPYY SFACECRPFT PTT ITUDE TAPE. 
/ / 4  SUNRD LUNAR AN6 SOLAR EPHEMERIS F I L E .  
/ / F T 1 4 F C O l  CD U N I T = O I S K ~ D I S P = S H R ~ V C L = S E R ~ O O D S O l t D S N = G T D S ~ S L P T C D ~ J A N 7 l  
/ / F T 2 3 F C 0 1  CD U N I T = 2 2 5 0  ERbPHICS CEVICE ( I F T U B E ) .  
/ / F T 2 8 F C O 1  CO DUVVY J F L  LLNAR A h 0  SGLAR EPHEMERIS F I L E  (NRJPLT) .  
/ / F T Z F F C O l  CD DUMHY GTOS SEQCEF\TlAL SPC- EPHEPERIS F I L E  (NGTCS). 
/ / F T 3 0 F C O l  CC OUYMY DCDS ZPBCECRAFT EPFIEPERIS F l  LE (NCRR1). 
/ / F T 3 1 F C O 1  CD DUkVY GTCS DIRECT ACCESS SPC. EPHEMERIS F I L E  
/ / F T 4 S F C O l  0 0  DUMPY AE DATA SET- 
/ / FTSOFCOl  CD DUMRY OPRIAS  DATA SET. 
/ / *  
/ / *  SCRATCH DATA SET FOR SIEULATED OABIAS  DATA. 
/ / *  
I l F T 5 1 F 0 0 1  CD U N I T = ( D I S K I ~ ) ~ S P A C E = ~ C Y L * I ~ ~ ~ ) ) ~  
I /  DCO=(RECFP=FB,LRECL=5Ct eLKS IZE=2000 ,BUFNO= l )  
/ / F T 9 4 F C 0 1  CD DUMMY OCAP REPORT P R I I u ~ O U T  (EARTH AS CENTRAL BODY). 
/ / F T 9 5 F C 0 1  CD OUVPY OCAP PEPORT PR iGT3UT  (NOON AS CENTRAL BODY). 
/ / F T 9 6 F C 0 1  CD UNIT=DISKvDISP=SHR,VCL=SER=GlSYS4* 
/ /  O S N = G l . Z B P E P ~ C A B I A S ~ T P B L E , C  
/ I F T 9 7 F C O l  CC * YSAD KAPEL IST  
CCCNTRL CENC 
I / *  
/ / 4  CALCCPP PLOT TAPE. 
I / *  
/ /CC.PLCTbPE CD U N l T = 7 T R A C K , D C B = D E N = l ~ L A B E L = ( r B L P ) , D S N m Z B 2 M S P L T s  
/ I  D I S P = t  CLDqKEEPI  rVOL=SER=31636H  
//GC.SYSUCUPP DO S Y S O U T = A r 3 P A C E = ( C Y L I ( C I 2 ) ) ~ U N I T = ( D l S K , 4 )  
Figure 7-45, JCL to Execute M S ~ / O A B T A S  (2 of 2) 
MIBIAWY DRAFT . 
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